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ForewOrd

Neglected since Sputnik but of increasing concernlince.
Watergat6, 'itizenship educati>mi may be due, for a renais- '
sance.

That possibility emerged in,the wake of a national confer-.
ence on education and citizenship that is described in this
summary re ort. The conference was one of a series of
Bicentennial onferences on education co-
sponsored by he U.S. Office of Education (USOE) under.

sponsored or co-

the leadership of Dr. Leon P. Minear, regional commissioner
of educatipn in Denver, Colo.

The citizenship conference washeld in Kansas City, Mo.,
Sept. 20-23, 1976. It was cosponsored by USOE and the
Council of Chief State School Officers. More than 400 peo-
ple participated, rep?esenting six segments of American so-
ciety_ home, church, school, business, labor, and govern-
ment. ,

The "mew social. studies" of the 1960's tendedp-
"downgi-ade explicit citizenship education as a proper rogoal
of the school curriculum," said education historian R.-
Freeman. Butts, professor emeritus at Teachers College,
Columbia University, in a general session addresi.

According to B. Frank Brown; director of the National
Task Force on Citizenship Education, as-schools made room
for a "phantasmagoria of new activity"courses on sex ',
education, drug abuge, and career education "important
'traditions such as citizenship education have been deem-
phasized or dropped from the ,accountablexpart of the total

.curriculum. I
. . .

An insight into the magnitude of the problem was provided
conference participants through preliminary findings of a.
post-Watergate survey of citizenship knowledge that was

r conducted by the federally funded National Assessment of
Educational Progress:

Nearly 40 peicent of the 1.3- and 17-year-olds 's'utr.veyed
believe the President 'can appoint member f Congress.
it, 0 Twenty-five percent of 13-year-olds and 20 percent of
17,2year-olds are not familiar with the basic functions of U.S.
court s'.: - .

Forty -three percent of the 13-yeai--olds and 31 percent

iii 1
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of 17-year-olds indicated no interest in learning more about
U. S. government.

More "that 10 percent of botcage groups believe the.
President and army generals don't have to obey U.S. laws.'

While school-based etizenship education obviolisly re-
quire¢ reform and renewa , hildren learn some very.impor-
taint "unvaAshed truths" about politics and economics
through their Out -of- school periences, said Harvard Uni-
versity research psychiatrist Robert. Coles. He condemned
present classroom instruction in civics-related courses as,
unrealistic,' lacking in historical perspective, and never
touching-upon controversial issues that shape today's soci-
ety. It is outside the \clIssrooni, Coles said, that children
learn about AMerica's class system, the struggles of con-
temporary Champions of unpopular causes, and the nation's
inequitable economic structure.

Michael Scriven, of the University of California,Berke-
ley, rioted that the raising-of-social consciousness about the e
condition olminoritysroups, women, and the environment.
came not from the schools but from eduCation,by the news
media. But messages for raising consciousness can be mach

.'simpler than'those required to provide solutionshp said.
Both, Scriven and former U.S. Commissioner of Educa-

tiw Terre H. Bell agreed that the foundation of etective
citizenship eduCation must be ethics and moral values.

"Citizenship without ethics is a shabby shell," saidScriv-
. , en.

"Education for citizenship begins with mo ral and ethical
values," said Bell'.

Such citizenship education is a major responsibility, al---
though not the exclusive responsibility, of thp Nation's
schools and colleges, Bell said, 4`We are not giving it enough
attention and enough priority. . . it requires a deeper con-
cern anda more urgent, front burner activism than has been
the case.in the past few years."

A grassroots strategy to redesign citizenship education
was urged by' Howard Mellinger, director of the Soci"al
Studies Development Center at the University of Indiana.
He called for the formation of a national alliance of individu-
als and groups to Promote citizenship education as .A con-
tinuous social need instead of a problem to be solved tomorz
row and forgotten the next day.

The national group, he said, could Monitor, legislation,,
publish material, promote nation I programs to enhance
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local efforts, stimulate research and develop ment, and es-
tabliska national-commission on citizenship education.

The conference. was part or an intensive citizenship ed-
itication effort conducted by USOE since December 1975. A
citizenship educatioh Unit is preparingli-study of the status of
civics and citizenship education. This study is scheduled to
be published in the sprIfig of 1978. It will delineate the
dimensions of '`citizenship education:' within forml school-
ing, The family, community organizations, religious groups,
It'nd the education activities of government, labor,pusiness,
and industry. It will include recommendations forde,yelop-,
ing a mbre responsible and effective citizenry, and.ror creat-
ing a more responsive society. The study will incorporate'
marty of the concepts explored at the Kansas City onfer-
ence.

This sumihary report consists of-edited versions of some
general session addresses plus bi-ief reviews of-all other
sessions as reported by a group orsummary,writers.

The conference was coordinated by W. Phillip He y,
USOE regional comenissibner in Kansas City. This rep rt
was edited by Jan KlingerflamiltOn, director of communica-
tions for the National Association of College Admissions
Counselors. , )

John, Chaffee

(e-\ Editorial Coordinator0.7

MeNational Conference on Educatioa_and
Citizenship: Responsibilities for the Common
ciod was held Sept. 20-23, 1976., in Kansas

Gtty,\ Mo.. It was cospodsored by the U
Office of Education and the Council of.thief
State School Officers.'

However, the opinions
expressed in this summary report do nor
necessarilyrefiect the potitions or policiesof either the Office of Education or the
Council of Chief State School Officers,,and no'official endorsement should.be inferred:.%
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Sunimai)y Writers

tional con nce report was edited by Jan Klinger
ector o c munications for the National As-

so iation of olle issions Counselors. Summary
writers during the confer- ce were: Polly Carithers, director
of public informatiOn, akland Sctioolg, Pontiac, Mich.;

James P. Clark, headmaster, St. Thomas Academy, St. Haul,
Minn.: Nan Patton, director of 'communication services,
Wyoming State Department of Education; Chris Pipho, as-
sociate director, Research and Information Department,
Education Commission of the States, Denver; Doris Ross,
researgh associate, Re,search and Information Department,
Education Commission of the States; and Kathleen Wood-
man, director:of school-community relations, Elgilr,
public schools. Editorial coordinator was John Chaffek-Jr.,
public information officer, Office of the Commissioner', U-.S.
Office of Education.
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Historical Perspective

.

By R. krgemc<Butts

The founders of the Republic view d their, evolution
primarily in political terms rather than in economi or social
terms: Therefore,.they viewed the kind of educat. nVeedeci__:-
forthe,new Republic largely in political terms rat er than as
a means- to academic excellence or indivi uat4 self-
fulfillment. They talked.aboUt education 'as a b Iwark for
liberty, equality, popular Consent, and devotion t the public
good; goals which took precedence overille use of kno
edge. for self-improvemenror occupational p epar on.

6 fer and- over again, the Revolutionary gene4tion, both
iberal and conservative in outlOoirted i faith that

t e::welfare of ,the 'Republic -fisted upon an educated
64itenry and that republican schools, especially free, com-ontbesttiblic schools, would be the be means of educating

. ze in the civic.values, knowledge, and obligations
../141\. . 6f everyone in a deMocratic Republican society.

agreed that the principal ingre - is of a civic educa-
:

were literacy and in . n atriotic and moral
irtues so . ed the study of history and the study.

principles of republican government itself. The founders,
4s was the case of almost all their successors, were long on
exhortation and rhetoric regarding the value of civiseduca-

.\->-,4 tion, but they left it to the textbook writers to distill' the
essence of those values fOr sthool children. Texts in meri-
tan history and government' appeared as early as thi 790's;
,The textbook writers turned out to be very lat ety of
dOuservative persuasion, more Rely Federalist in outlook
tharqeffersonian, almost universally agreed that political
,virtue ruust iestaspon rhoral and religious preepts. Since
most 'tektbook writers were New Englanders, this meant
that the texts were infused with Protestant, and above all,'

\
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Puritan outlooks! ,

A I,ess flamboyant but real faith i the study of history as a '
preparation for citizenship was expres cpy Thomas Jeffer-
son. 7 , .-- i ,

In the first half Rfttie Republic, civic eduction -in the
schools put preertrient stress upon the inculcation of civic ...-

**"'"valties, relatively less upongpolitical knowledge as such, and
no discernible attempt to develop 1part4ipatory' political

. ,,skills.,Learning to participate was'left to\tlie incipient politi- .

cal parties,' the town meetings, the chUrches, the coffee 1

Ouses, and the ale houses where men- g for talk
'conviviality. The press probably did mo to disseminate "

realistic as well as partisan knowledge of g. pl. h e r n m e n t I h e 0
did the schools, as the Federalist paper demonstrated. The \ .
goal was predominantly to aehieve a higher form of unum fo' -

t -the new Republic. -
4 4 , \..

4 O. i

Post - revolutionary reality
In the middle half of the 19th century, the political values'

inculcatedby the civic education program of the schools, did
not change substantially from ,those celebrated in the
Republic's fiist50 years. In the'kextbooks of the day,,their
rosy hues if anything became even more golden. To:the
resplendent Values of liberty, equaliliy, patriotism.", and a
benevolent Christian morality were now added the .mtddle
class virtues (especially of New England) 'of hard work,
honesty and integrity, the rewards of individual effort, and

/ obedience to parents and legitimate authority. .

Of all the political values that the textbooks extolled,
libertylt:as'preeminent: Whenever they attempted to explain
why-cbildren shottld love thein country above all else, the -

idea,ofliberty.took first place.. Now this was undoubtedly of
prime importance in promoting unity 711 an' increasingly di-
verse and pluralistic society. Yet the loyalty to liberty was

'more in affective terms of feeling than in analytical terms of ,
knowledge.

AS the Gill War' approached, the textbooks began to
speak of the dangers -of disunion, and, being Northern in
origin, began to become more outspoken about the.evils of
slavery. The predominanf,tone of the schoottextbooks of the /
19th cent/any was Federalist and conservative, according to
-Ruth Miller Elson:

"The nineteenth century chiltL was taught' to'

2
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worship past achievements of America and to.be,
lieve in the inevitable spread of the American sys-
tem throughout zhe world. . . .While.Jeffersonidn
(Inc( Jacksonian democracy agitated, the ,adult ...

world, the child was taught the necessity of class .

distinctions.' Nor are Jefferson and Jackson ever
ranked us heroes. . . in the schools Hamilton and
Daniel Webster governed the minds of the chil-
dren." -\... 1

None wasatiore eloquent than Horace Mann himself on
what he candidly called "political education." Mann began
with the assumptions of the founders thatcitizens of a repub-
lic must ;`uhderstand something of the true nature of the
government under which they live." He spelled out the civic
program in terms which will,sound familiar to all teachers of
civics since that time,: .

. .s.(he constitutiohOf the-United States should be
made a study in our Public Schdols. . . and should
be taught to all the children until they are fully r
understood. , , ,

Caught in the swirl Of contesting forces in Massachusetts
occasioned by the immigration of Irish and Germans of
Roinan Catholic faith, by the changes in urban life attendant
upon the. industrial factory system, Mann knew all too well
that "if the tempest of political striktftwere to be. let loose
upon our Common Schools, they would be overwhelmed
with sudden ruin." He recognizelithat many, would object to
any study of. political matters in the schools because the

-dangers of political partisanship in the 'appointment of
Constitution is' subject to different readings. He saw the

teachers on the basis of their political fitness in the eyes of
the school cpmmittee. e?' .

Mann co tildrioradmit that the public schools should avoid
political education altogether, nor could/he risk'the destruc-
tion O? the public schools. by urging them' to become
"theatres for party politics'." His solution was similar to that
which he proposed:for religious controversies;-the schools
should teach the commoiYelements that all agreed to, but ,

skip over,the tontrovTial: .

Knowledge should oncentrate upon the formal structure
of'the government institutions and the skills orparticipa-

_ - .lion should be d egated, along with the controversial, to the
Ir I non-school' ncies of party, press, and caucus of adults.

Thus it ca e about that the emerging public schools were
v
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lar.
.

gely content with a civics program that initiated the poor,
the foreigner, and the working class children into the politi-

, cal comintinitY -b9.1iteracy in English, didactic moral injunc-
tions, patriotic reeders'`and histories, and lesson that stres-
sed recitation of the structural forms of the constitutional
order. .

4

Progressiye iodernization,
In-the 50 years straddling the turn of the 2oh century, the

. character, of civic educatio programs began to undergo
Much more searching examination thep they had lot the fist
100 years Of the Republic. While the picture of basic values
constituting the political community did not change radi-
cally, there were three significant alterations in emphasis of
the schools in response to the rapid social transformations of
a half-century bf modernization::

FirSt, the earlier stress on love of a grand, free counfq
became a more shrill and passionate devotion to agreatnd
powerful Nation. Thedoctrines of manifest destiny, winning
of the West, building an empire overseas, and making the
world safe- Toe democracy-led to exaltation of the United
States as the superior Nation of the world imbued with the
mission to lead all the rest, and thus deserving a loyalty to
"my country, right or wrong."

Second, lurking fear of the alien and foreign influences
,was exaggerated by the millions upon millions of immigrants
who poured in from Southern and Eastern Europe and Asia,
While civic textbooks attributed this influx to the search for
liberty and equality, the civic education programs of settle-
ment' houses, patriotic organizations, nativist associations
and industries began to turn more and more to Americaniza- \-. .-
ticin programs that stressed not only didactic praise of the
historic American political values but also demanded otit- . L.

ward signs of loyalty from the new citizens as well as the old; ' ,
Stress upon the public Pledge of Allegiance,salutes to the
flag, loyalty oaths, patriotic songs, compulsory instruction
in English, and aftacksfrupon foreign language teaching in the
schools were now added to the more traditional and
conservative instruction of the textbooks.

A' third shift in emphasis in the political value commits`
ment's was a more prominent role giyen to the iniage of the
self-Rade man, the self-rellant..inic.ral who had shifted
from pioneering in the West to pioneering in the develop

. 1 ., . ...
'., 4 /.
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ment of the industrial, urban, btisiness system that was
modernizing America so rapidly and thrusting her producing
and consuming capacity ahead of all the 'other nations of the
world in such a short time. The political side of this jraage
was, of course, that it had all happened under auspices of a
free enterprise systerri apart from government 'eoritr.ols.

,
Another liberal reaction

But another liberal reaction to the social" and political
results of an aggressive industrial, capitalistic orderled to
the progreOve movements dedicated to popular political
reforms in the, electoral, systems and civirservice, social
refoi'ms in the cities; the prisionv. the sweat shops, child,
labor, women's rights, teniperance; and the rest. Underlying
the-progressive reforms was a belief in the collective efforts
of govi.nnent to'control rampant business enterprise, pro-

, tect the rights of the people, and bring about gOodgovern-
ment through an honest and efficient civil service, profes-
sional bureaucracies, and xegulatory agencies.

These Conflicting political vdlues began. to l'eveal them-
.

gelves in different approaches, to civic education in the
schools as educators. respondecl.ih -different ways to the.
ebullient modernization o' America's-polity and economy.

One response of academically-minded educators in the
1880's and 1890's was to stiffen up the study of histoFy (and
thus rettiice.the emphasis upon civil government) by intro-
ducing more rigorous scholarly knowledge.intb.the histclty
texts and thescourses.

The main assumption Of the Committee of Ten headed by
President. Elio of Harvard, was that all courses in high, school should provide the same strong mental discipline for
the non - college -bound majority 'as for the college-bound
minority. The,teaching of history ,was thus-not primarily to ,

develep.good citizenship and love of country, but to teach.
high school students to think like histOriaris.

Meanwhile',.the'study of civil government had an upsurge
-in the early 1900's as new ideas about civic education began
to appear aniong proponents in political science, economics' .

and sociology: In 1910, a committee of American Politi-.
cal Science Assodiation, reflecting the progressive reform
movements, argued that the standard courses in civil gov-
.ernmeni should 'be shaken up. Instead of,sjartini with the
study of the U.S. Constitution and a descriptiOn of the for-

.
.
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. mal and structural organization of government and then
proceeding to a similar study of State constitutions and
governments, the prcieedur# should be.reversed. The Corn,'
mittee endorsed the study of "community civics" assuming
that political affairs nearest to home are,.the most important

se. and should be considered first. The progressively inspired
Municipal League promoted this idea.

Incorporated into "social studie'S"
In the long run, however, the rising movementovi',m,ent to make

citizenship education the special province of the "social
studies," was probably more influential for it-came to per-
vade the elementary as lyell as the secondAry,school. This
movement took place under the auspices of the NEA's
Commission of the Reorganization of Secondary Education
whose final report, Cardinal Principles of Seconkry,Educa-

.
tion, was published in 1918. k_

The new mood.was revealed by the chairman of the Social
Studies Committee in 1913 who stated that:

Old civics, almost exclusively a study of govern-
mnt machinery, must give way to thenew civics,
a study of all manner of social efforts to improve
mankind.

History still held a major place in the course proposals for
gradeg 7-12, but a problems approach was'to infuse the
whole program. Civics was proposed for the. junior high
school years as well-as a new course in "problems of democ-.
facy" for the 12th grade..

While the general impacof the final, over-all commission
report in the Cardinal Principles of 1918 was great indeed in
making citizenship one bf the cardinal goals, especially 'of -

the social stpdies, it tended to reduce emphasis upon ab-
stract academic material in favor' °Hive problems. It also
tended to reduce thepolitical concerns occixic education ip
favor of social and economic and practical personal prob- ^.

lems. Note the witladiKawal from "constitutional que'stions';;
in the pursuit of good 'citizenship:

Civics should concern itself less with constitu-
tional questions addIrmote government& funk
tionsbia should direct attention to social agencies
close at hand and to, the informal activities of daily
life that rega rid and seek the common good.

While this approval of the study of problems and

*.
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"so ialized recitation" in classrooms may, seem , to be a
mod st proposal to modern teachers, it by no means swept
the p ofession off its feet. Teaching by the book, lecturing,
note- aking, question-and-anSwer, recitation, memorizing,

,. essay writing ,"'and examination-p ssing continued to be the
prime methods ofhistorY and civi s classrooms ..And ventur-
ing ou intosthe community was s more radical, especiailk

a lon%vics teacher actually ran up against the local
politici

.Refor of civic educatioh
The ou pouring of proposals and projects to create more

effective ivic edudation programs during the past half cen-
airy would take volumes to relate. The variations of details'
sun to infinitude, yet there is a repetiveness and sameness to
the lists of goals and objectives set forth by one commission.
after another. All a c be done here is to suggest the

-range of political autlo is that seemed to motivate some of
the major approaches to. ivic education:

In the wake clf-WOrld War I, citizenship education pro-
-grams in the schools, the textbooks, and the teachers theM-
selves were subjected to almost constant campaigns at the
hands of conservative civic and patriotic organizations
whose views today seem particularly narrow-minded and
defensively patriotic in their anti-foreign, anti-pacifist, anti -
immigration, anti-radical outlooks. In the 1920's, the Amer--
can Legion led the campaigns to get Congress and the State
legislatutes to require civic instruction, flag salutes, militaiy \
training, and loyalty oaths in the schools.

In contrast, the 1930's witnessed a social reformist out-
look sparked by the economic depression, the New Deal,
and the onset of totalitarianism in the world. Onepf the most
impressive liberal examples of educational response was the
Commission onthe Social Studies of the American Histori-

.

ca) Association, funded by the Carnegie Foundation from
January 19296 DeCember 1933. The dominant,tone of the
most widely read volumes was set by the Concliisions and
Recammendations of the Commission (1934). The,.age of
individualism and laissez-faire in economics and govern-
*tit was closing, and a' new collectivism requiring social
planning and governmental regulation was emerging. The

. clear implication was that youth shbuld'be inculcated with
the values of economic collectivity and in

c
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place of economic indivi,dualism, while promoting personal.
and cultural indiyidualiim and freedom.

Naturally, the social front7F-smen set theprpfession oh its
ears and elicited vigorous and shrill counterattacks, espe-
cially from the major patriotic organizations, but the mayor
professional organization responded, on the whole, posi-
tively as far as giving renewed attention to civic education
was concerned. The National Education Association and the!'
American Association of School Administrators jointly

'whose
in 1935 the Educational Policies Commission,

whose pronOuncements_softened the social reeonstruc-
tiOnist economic vieWs.-TlieY did, however, emphasize over
and over again, the need for education for deniocracy.

t
More realistic effort

The consensual effort thus to make civic education more
realistic while at the same time not to-embrace the extremes
of radical-sounding reconstructionism or- reactionary
radical-bailing, led civic,eclucators to the agreed-upori ideals'
of democracy, as Horace Mann lia¢proposed, and to com-
munity activities that would involve students,in participation
but not controversy: World War w,hich broke into this
movement with its emphasis upon mobilizing the schools for
the war effort served to reassert\tIni values of patriotism as
the basis for unity.

. .

Following World War II, the idea of special projeets.,iii
civic education began to catch on as a means of mobilizing
school systems of cities or States to give special attention to
citizenship education.

In the 1950's, education- for good citizenship became a
rage in school systemis all over the country both in the effort
tb infuse the social studies with the idea and to highlight the
tact 'that tin schools were not radical and not subversive, but.
were supporting the basic principles of political democracy
andThe basic economic values of the freeentgrprise system.
This was a response the Cold Warsrusade against com-.
niunism in the world and a kind of defense against tho pn-
slaughts.of McCarthyism at home. Reflec.ting the spirit of.
accommodation and good will epitomized by the
Eisenhower years in the presidency, civic education pro\
grains reflected tl,,tirr drives a fierce opposition to com-
munism in the world; and the hope that good will, coopera-
tive act ionsand positivedernoe rale- -attitudes- -w old

8
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strengthen 'democracy at twine.
In the 1960's, a coincidence of forces saw a general rela,x-

ing of explicit calls for more and better civic education. The
"new social studies movement" .and the rise of student
unrest and activism undercut patriotism as an argument for
civic education. Responding io the successes of the new
math.and the new science stimulated by Sputnik and funded
so generously by NDEA, the National Science Foundation,
and the private foundations, the "new social studies" took
on the patterns of the social science disciplines: cognitive
analysis, systematic acquisitidn of sequential and organized
knowledge, conceptual analysis, "inquiry learning," "dis-
covery method," and in gendal, a stress upon thinking like a
social scientist, reminiscent of the primary sources move-
ment in history teaching of the 1880's to 1.900.

It was clear that the revived disciplinary approach -to.
knowledge tended not only to belittle "soft,i'diffuse and
superficial prOgrams of social studies in the schools, but to
downgrade explicit citizenship education as a proper goal of
the school curriculum.

Other side 0 the 1960's , -
A hard-headed, political scientist might Well argue' that

citizens are made by the total process of political socializa-
- tion-outSide the schodls. Democracy, like' all' big govern-

ments, must rest upon the expert knowledge of speCialists
which cannbt be encompassedby the average citizen. Polio
cal science is a very complicated infelfeCtualdiscipiine about
p'ol' 'cal behavior, dot a set-of Maxims abottit good citizen-

ip. Caught in the middle 6Y 'Stich disciplinary, views from
one extreme and by the raucous nonnegotiable demands for
"relevance now" fiorn militant student activists at the other

.extreme, the traditional pro_grairris of civic education seemed
pale, irresolute, and outmoded.

In contrast, much of the work of tge new curriculum-
development grojects of the 1960's was more realistic, more

asaphisticated, more analytical anitskeptical, and more at-
tuned to 'the claimv for equality of the unincorporated

minorities and their struggles for civil, righfs. than was the
civic education of the 1950's, but it still remains_ tote-seen
whether they will emphasize sufficiently political values,.
political knowledge, and political behavier.
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Revived in the .1970's
Notv in the 1970's, we come again to a revival of interest in

civic educatiOn. It does seem apparent'that the explicitly
political ingredientS are being stressed in many of the latest.
'civic education.approaches. -

, ' My own view is that an efficacious civic education in the
schools -will include .not only attention to the curriculum and
classroom teaching aelfl learning, but will also embrace the
whole educational system and not only social studies
teachers: the way sc,hogl is organized, administered and
governed; its activities and cultural climate; and its relation-
ships with the community and other agencies concerned
with civic education. The school as a whole institution will
deliberately adhere to and%xemplify democraticpolitical
values as well as inipart valid. and KealisticNknowledge, and
teach the skills of participation required for making deliber-
ate choices among real alternatives. v,

The political goal of ciyic education in America Op dal
with all citizens iii such a way as to motivate them ancknnable
them to play then' parts as informed, responsible and effect
tive members of the democratic political system.

In the best of times this is no easy task. It is doubly difficult
and important` at the present time when so. many

citizens have lost confidence in the integrity, authority, and
efficacy of public- pe ons and governmental institutions,
and when so many youth believe that our institutions do not
practice -What we preach o what our schobls teach.

-- To overcome lack of Candor, -er myopic partisanship of left
or right and excessive superficiality, a viable civic'educa-
tion should not only regenerate a.commitment to the funda-
mental walues and processes of the American political com-
munity but should do so in the light of rigorous; critical, and
analytical' studies., These stucljes would embrace the full
spectrum from left to right, attempting to winnow the most
reliable scholarship available and would arrive at what my
late co6pgue, Lyman Bryson, called "significant truth
rather than plausible or beguiling half-truth."

We well kndw that didactic Moral instruction and outward
expressions of patriotism through pledges of allegiance, lOy-
alty oaths, or flag salutes have lost their savor among
academics. We well know, too, the danger of attentpts to use
the schools for self-serving patriotism, manipulative prop-
aganda -or partisan. politicization. -Somehow, theschools
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must promote a rengthened sense of the' importance of
civic morality,and political integrity = a revitalized civisnt
devoted to the political virtues of constitutional self-*
government that have sustained us at our best, that we.have
ignored or desecrated at our worst.

TO build social cohesion .

In' renewing a sense of Political community, embodied
above all in the Bill of Rights, civic education should help to
build social cohesion without resorting to coercion, without
'succumbing to witch hunts against the _deviant, without
silencing the unorthodox, and without dwelling upon an
ethnocentric preoccupation With 'American 'society, to the
neglect of theinter4ependence of the peoples of the world.

In a desirable plurastic society, civic education must
honor cultural pluribus;but also strengthen political anum,
Somehow civic education must promote and protect the
right of all persons to hold a dilersity of beliefs in the,recent
past, Americali educators have.dealt with political education
very ge4rally -or very gingerly y.Civic education must also
develop a commitment to actions that uphold' the, common
bonds of a free. government as the surest guarantee of. the
very holding of a pluralism of beliefs. We must try to deign a
civic education that will, in Jefferson's words, "render the
people, safe as they are; the ultimate guardians of their own
liberty." w . , ,
/:It may be that some future histeNa.n, will look back on our

_
efforts and applaud them.

V
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Part Two

:Problems and Deficiencie

By B. Frank Brown

. Society now expectsthe 'elementary schools to teach
courses on.careers, ,C1rugs, venereal disease, and sereduca-
don,. In assuming responsibiliry for this phantasmagoria of
new activity, theimpprtant tradition of citizenship education
has been dropped fifoili the accountable part of the cur-
riculum.

The control of civic eduCation must be wrested from he
social studies, 'departments, and civic, education programs
percolated throughout, every course taught in schoql.

The alienation of people.
At the head of a lOng litbfproblems in civic education is

the disehchantment of peOple with their 'institution. Evi-
dence of this disaffection is seen in public Opinion polls that
reflect a growing 14.1( of ?onfidelioejn.both institutions and
Government.. Documentation (If the estrangement is found*-

, a
in sinking voter regiStration and decreasing participation in,. civic affair's.
, The causes of disillusiohhi ent are vat and complicated,... .
extending across the entire rang of polit. al and-social life.

/. Atbreakdown of the` 'causes )of the alien tion inclufde: ,''' (1) the:relentless..growili of Govern ent over the past °
dedade and the 'corresponding decline in the quality `-

. ofjr Government; . ,
. (2) ;Tears that economic activity is polluting the environ-

..,nlient And -diminishing the quality of life; . .

. ......1>, e lack of convincing approaches to the problems of
fiation-and energy;

(4) he disaffection of young people with the rigidities of -

ow,--; (
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'(5) the inability of the country to deal with the galloping
,increase in crime;

-(6) the enduring public isektion against the more outra-
, geous aspects orst ent unrest in the 19605;

(7) a persisting guilt o'Ve the decade Of mistakes, and
faikires in Vietnam;

(8) itowingrevjdence that th Watergate episode was not
an isolated incident buia \expression of widespread\ .,
immorality, at the, highest f vel of government;

(9) the revelation of violations o 'ndividuals' rights and,
priVacy by the CIA and FBI;

00) arbitrary powers exercised by bureaucrats over the
pri'vate sector; ,

(11) ;illegal business trasactions by multinational corpora-
. dons; "

(12) an impression that bureaucrats and elected represen-
latives do not comprehend the changing values and
aspirations that 'have overtaken the country; and

(13) a feeling that people are unable to influence the
things that are happening to them.

This litany of causes of disaffection is epitomized in a
statement made recently by Harvard sociologist David
Reisman for Thi,..,New York Times. Accordii)g to Reisman:

. . there is a feeling that the isourary isn't worth
mulch. .44is racist, sexist, imp-eria t. It reflects a
despair.. there is no search fo a usable past."

The ext,ent,of alienation as meal red by recent polls is
now at a whopping'61 percent of the population. b.

This brings me bilfie point-hat the most current- and
pressing pxoblem in citizens 10 education is the issue ofhow '

civic education should take place bra society There people'
are at variance with their institutions. Until -we come to

. , terms with the basic limits of government and institutions, it
will be difficult to reconcile people's .broketfexpectatitmg
and overcame the present cynicism of young people toward
eduCation for participation in civic affairs.:

The dissonance in society dignifies that theintroduction of
a new course or modest alteration in the citizenghip cur-
riculum 'will not materially affect student learning in civic
edudation. What is indicated is a major, reconstruction of the
civic education curriculum. This must begin with a new
definition, clearly setting forth what being a citizen means in
the-latter-part of-the-20th-century .--Not_untilzthe res
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sibilities of citizenship are determined can new programs On
how to educate for citizenship be developed. .

Problems in the schools
Anqther problem Ofsrea't magnitude is the apparent inef:

fectiveness of the schools in preparing today's children and
youth for the public tasks of a democratic society. This
ineffectiveness is clearly visible in (1) the low quality of
conventional civic' education programs, (2) the willingness
and eagerness of young people to accept distortednd sensa-
tional messagts from the media, (3) the accelerating increase
in juvenile crime and violence, and (4) ihe,vincreasing disre-
spect felt andxpressed liyyoung people for the most impor-
tant_institutions of their society.

An ipformed-disrespect woUld bit embarrassing, but en-
couraging; unfortupately, every examination of young
people's knowledge and opinions reveals that both the crili-
cal and the supportive attitudes of the you'ng, float atop an

. abyss of ignorance. The 1973 citizenship test by the National
Assessment of, Educational Progass demonstrated that
17-year-olds and young sadults krOw frighteningly- little
about the peTsonalities or policies of governmental leatiers.

, and have not even begun lo understand the workings of,the:
gmerican political process. " NA-

.Other studies docuntent a startling shift in the values of
young Americans. Comparing the replies to his question-
nairegathered in 1967 and in 1973, Daniel Yankelovich .con-
chided that this 6-year period markedthe end of One era of
valuis and the beginning of another. The. inostdrainalic
change Yanlelovich noted wTs a aiming away fitnn' the
concept of patriotism. In 1.969; 35 percent of.the young:
people in -Yankelovich"s sample considered:patriotisin
important value; by 1973, ()WY 19 percent*Considered it
significant. .

Some of the blame for this deterioration in bOth under-
standing and attitud\ must be accepted by the schools. Citi-
zenship educgtion which the founding fathers considered
crucial to public education has been allowed to,disappear
behind the facade of4nore fashionable concerns; electing
the noisiest demands of the community one'at a time rather
than attempting the hard work of building a coherent. cur-
ricultil, the designers of elementaryProgratns have pushed

aside-ctvie_eduattion_infavor of other sacija442robiettis. "*"
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Citizenship = a neglected' art ".
CiIiienship education in the Schools; which_has long been

a neglected area, is plow M a ,secipus state of, idt'ellectual
disrepair. In, the elementary khocilS, it is an interdisciplinary.
subject which is freejuent1), lost in the shuffle as society
fosters more of its problems on the schools. The elementary
schools are now expected to inier,yene in the national trend
,toward a new inimbralitytbY, teaching courses on _drugs,
venereal disease, and sex education.

Out of a societal concern for jobs and the economy, career
education has recently been Pushed on .thq schools. This
'complex .s9bjectreqpiring detailed and,sequential
'studyhas been.developed in units which ludicrously reach
all the way 'down into kindergarten. As the school mace
roony-for thts phantasmagoria c new activity, important-
traditions such as citizenship'edud,ation have been deep-
phasizedor dropped from the accountable'partt of the total
curriculum:'; % ^

At the secondary level, the major burden for teaching
about citizenship is -bOine 'brthe narrow, lifeless civics

\--Courses which are usually taught In grades .8% or 9. This
weakness is. compounded 15y the fact that toco often thisl
course is taught by the school's weakest, teacher, or an
athletic coach, who needs a light teaching schedule because
of after-school coaching activities. This, is a further indica- ;
tion that we, as educators,, have not considered citrienshiP

i.an important subject. ,
- -Another problem of considerable proportions is tire guis- ' , ,- 0), .:
,.....' a

. tion of how to wrest control. of civic education fromMie "
. social studies departments to which it has been delegated.

1The rubric of civic e'ducation should be percolated through-
.. . out every course taught in school. Certainly, the mor4g'

.

. ,Sound in goOdstiterature are equally as apprOprite to learn W
ing about citizenship as are the precepts of sbcial studies.,

c.

.1, .:\Thee co of discipline .. - ...._----,
,

A 'serious obstacle tO effective civic education programs is,
the collapse of discipline,in the schools. George Gallup, Who
annually polls the- hubiTE on their attitudes towar& the
schools, reported'iecently that lack of discipline has Been
named as the'numlier one problerin of the schools in 7 of the
last 8 year. In my reference to discipline I am riot talking
about a rigid authoritarian atmosphere with-absolute-co'm---1-t I .. . 164
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pliance. But we must have enough order in our schools; and
sufficient regard for the purpose of education, to allow stu-
dents-and teachers to go about the businefis of teaching and.

'learning without interference and disruption.
Underlying the breakdown of discipline is the growing rate

of 'crime in schools. Crimes ih school than/ of them
-unreported have multiplied in the last 10 years. This is an
area where the larger society must help. The school is de-
fenseless against a criminal justice system that simply books
the juvenile offender, note's his crime in its record books, and
then returns him to school to do it againjhe first definitiote
of a good citizen is that he does not commit crimes. Without-
a societal commitment to the seemingly, obvious truth that
crime in school is utterly intolerable, prograins viviC edu-
caton are likely to breed cynicism rather than respect. 1

The element of misbehavior in schools is not sufficiently
stressed. There can be no effective programs of citizenship.,
training in schools Where the washrooms aredangerous, the
halls are dirty, and students behaVe discourteously to their
teachers or to each other. A part of this problem, and a factof.
which creates skepticism in youth, lies in what is called the

curriculum ", The "hidden curriculum" can be de-
fined as the, way the school actually operates in co ,ntrast to
what it saySTIt does. t-is the students' perception of ar .

adult- directed systenr which- says one thing and does
another,.

Hidden curriculuin ,,.;
A fundamental part of the hidden curriculUrh issue is\ the

operation.of the schools themselveswhich fail to practice .
good citizenship by not instilling in the ,student bodies -a

: respect for cleanliness and elf eney in the halls and in the -
'rest nooins, Some schools mare an effortld do this, but most
of this energy is direclia through the student council, which
has failed miserably as an institution representing students'
interests. The schools-should dispense with the presently .

organized student council, which is 4po sored by the na-
tional principals association, and institut 'new and improved ,

forms of governance itiwhich students are profoundly in-
volved in making' deci-gionraffecting 'the daily life of the
school. ,

A Alan Vt;estin, the noted civil libertanan, put it sO Well:,
"Our. schools are now ed*a_ting . millions Lof
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,
students who are not forming an allegiance to the
democratic political system simply because they
do not experience such a democratic system in
their daily lives in school.",

.G.K. Chesterton once, observed that Christianity had not
'been tried andAund wanting; it had been found difficult, and
not tried and so it is with civic education. Meaningful and

effective programs in citizenship\ educationcadnot be
bJ4ght from the 'shelf, and no small part of our present
malaise expresses the failpit of past attempts to accomplish
the political acculturation of the ri§ing generation in a school
context.

Properly understood, civic education i not just a matter of
knoWledge and underStanding, or of attit clef it is a matter of
behavior attitudes and understanding gr w out of behavior
just as behavior flows from attitudes end understanding. A
good citizent school is more likely tb be a good citizen as an
adult.

Educating for responsibility
'Another significant problem confronting the reform of

civic educatioh is the serious imbalance which now exists
between students' rights and responSibilities. The .situation
is this:-the ,schobls have been agitated for the past 10 yeais
over' the question of student rights, but there has 'been no
coriespondipg hu and cry over the equally important matter
of student obligati ns. The result is)that a critical irribalanCe
now exists betwe n,students' rights and kheir respon-

in Anierican educatioti is
at obligations' do stu
eturn for their entitlement to`12 years
expenseVilit. stidcinctly,s1his is a
e has propog an answer. Research

: The consequence is
ent responsibilities in4

way that the sto ent knoWs precisely what they are.,
e they woven into; the curriculum in Any decipherable ,

I

en the National COMtnission on the Reform of Second-
ary Education qladelts tudylin:734,it analyzed hundreds
of andbookg publisheny.schools and State departments of .

-e ucatidivunder-the-title, "Student-.Rig hts aid Rc,pon M-1

sibilities. .

- -. The major proble
solved qu tion:
'school an society
of education at pu

. question o which no o
is nil an the literature i extremely t
that sc dols have not elineated
such a
nor a
way.
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sibilities. It found that 99 percept of the content' of these
,,dociiments dealt With student rights and that roughly one
percent of their content dealt with responsibilities.

Within the last several years, studenttrights all the way up
to due process have been guaranteed by the Suprenie Court
in the cases of Tinker v. Des Moines, Goss v. Lopez, and

.Wood v. Strickland. Surely the time has come for educators
to stress the acquisition of responsibilities without which
rights quickly become. meXiingless.

--
Shrinking' schools

Looming as ,a quantdm problem in the reform of civic
education is the end of the bomb in education. In the f950's
and the 1960's the schools were in a period of great expan-
sion. The explosive growth of that period permitted a con-
stant influx of younger people to'flood the staffs of gchools,
But the boom is now Over. Instead of growing, schools are
shrinking, with the rate of population growth in-the United
States cuitently beloW replacement level. This means that
the schools no toner have the opportunity to bririg in large
mumtiers of younger staff members, and the ones that are
there are' growing older. A .

So, when' you think about the reform bf civic education,
you have to think about what you can accomplish at a time
when the schools are getting smaller; fewer kids are going

. , throughthem; and the teachers are growing older. And that
is very different froM the normal, expansive way the Ameri-
can people like to think about things,

T he problem of television
Not the least of the problems confronting the reform of

civic edu ion is the television media. The mited interna-
tional psy ologist Kenneth Keniston contends that `tele-
vision h s become a flickering blueparent occupying
mole of the waking, hours of children that any other single
influence, including both, parents and schools:"

In countries saturated by television, it is well established
, that.cluldren spend more than'4,000hours watching televi-.

sion before they enter,the first grade; and between kinder-
garten and graduation from high school, they have ipent
12,000 hours in school and 15,000 hours viewing television.

In spite of this enormous exposure and influence, the
-.media has taken no responsibility for helping to develop
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-civic competencies. It is certainly within the grasp of felevi-
° sion to give deeper informatiorrAwell as encourage discus-

sion. but, strangely enough, it has remained aloof to this
potential.

In view of theenol-mouvamount of vieWingehine by chil-
dren, much of tkeir attitudes-, values, and behavior are un-
questionably influenced by the media. But the evidence.
strongly indiates -that the kind, of political information

which comes from television lacks, coherence and consist-
tncy and can be est be descri ed as fragmented. Some
theoristS have 'gan so far a o advance ,the thesis that'
"Therg is a deliberate on &part o'f thb thass`media to
iirbrnote 'disassociated impacting' Hof informatiair." Their
analysiS is basegrupon' programming-policies which em-
phasize the sensational or the conflict of the moment rather
than the long-range issues,. Cerj,ainly, the more inhinnan and
bizarre the' event, the more attention it receives on televi-
sion. ;lb .

.,Agent;pf Contorthity
The towering impact of television as a mass agent, of .

conformity is epitotnize4 by Oscar Krantz, Who referred to it
as "the massiest media in the histoiy of mass media."'
Perhaps Frank Lloyd Wrightkdescribed television more col-
orfully than anyone else when he referi-ed to it as "the
chewinggum of the eyes."-

While the evidence is not yet in as to the effect of televi-
sion on morality, extensive research in the Iasi few years by
Ieniston, Kohlberg, and others, has concluded that while
we now have the most literate society in history, it ls'in a
state of unbelievable moral underdevelopment. Data indi-
cate a failure almost everywhere. to 'generate moral de-
velopment and,a, consciousness for civic responsibility.

The question arises: Just what impact has television had
- on citizenship?0While theris insufficient research on this

topic, there is ample evidence of a decline in the quality of
-eitizenship over the period df television's greatest growth.
5or example, the percentage of the population which voted
during the past four presidential 'elections has gone down
steadily trid significantly. Between 1960 and 1972,'when 30
million citizens became of voting age., the voter ranks grew
by less thannine million people. This dropoff, was primarily
among_the_younger_voters_Whik a _direcnela.U. 'onship be=
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tween the rise of television and the, decline of voting cannot
be proved, it is Abundantly clear that television has not
aroused fresh enthusiasm for participating in the democratic.
process. -

What is disquieting is the 'mounting evidence that televi-
sion has had a negative effect on citizenship, Mervin D.
Field, a California analyst, reports research findings which
indicate that television viewers often experience an uncom-
fortable feeling dining left out. Dr. Michael Robinson, in a
study for the Aspen Institute, determined that the gro*th of
television has contributed to a noticeable decline in citizens'
beliefs in their institutions. Dr. Robinson concluded,
". . ..the greater the ependency upon television, the greater
the personal confus and estrangement from govern-
ment." . ,

The media and especially television must be faulted
fog' failing utterly and completely to accept any accountabil-
ity for .the development .of responsible Citizens.

Deficiencies in civic education programs.
Up to now, I have been discussing problems and deficien-

cies which hinder the reform of civic education.
First, I fault the credentialing practices of the valious

State departments of edudation. Nowhere do I finclAhat, as
part of their preparation, teachers of dixic_education are
required to do ah internship in government, municipal af-'
fairs, the criminal justice system, or some other related area

. Most State departments simply require that prospective
teachers select from a smorgasbord of courses in history,
anthropology, and sociology.'

In order to accomplish the goal of reforming civic educa-
tion; high school.curricula must be broadened to include a
communitrinternship in civic education as a requirement for
graduation. It is ludicrous to have teachers who have not
interned themselves setting up and organizing internshici's,
programs.
. Secondly, I fault the colleges of education. For years, the
teacher training institutions Which train teachers in the social
studies have been kind of "fitting teachers for an unfitted
fitness:" First, they'have failed to select and train the high
quality of teachers needed insthis area Kreviey of course

. offerings by colleges of education reflect a complete lack of
-imagination and often an absence of fundamental training for
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teachers of civic education. Under the leadership of colleges
of education, civic, education has simply lost its way.

Recently the dean of a college of education' wrote me that
the problems of civic education in,the teacher training _in-
stitutions were serious, but not,hopeless. To which1 replied,
"They are hopeless, but not serious.",

Another glaring deficiency is'the skittishness which public
school teachers feel toward moral education. They approach .
the topic with trepidation l-- or not at all. This is contrary fo
public 'opinion. %In his annual poll on education, George
Gallup reported in 1975 that 84,percent of the public school.
parents favored instruction in mora education in the
schools. This data was confirmed in the 1976 poll by only a
slightly lower percentage.

.A National Assessment
What do American students know about their government

and what are their attitudes toward One another?
Results of a Bicentennial survey of 13- and 17-year-old

students by the Natiohal Xssessment of Educational. Prog-
ress (NAEP) disclosed that:

Even in light of recent political history, 14 percent of th'
17-Year-olds and 12 percent of the 13-year-olds think the
President of the United States does not always have to obey
the laws of the land. In fact, the students place Army gener-
als and the President on about the same level: 12 percent of °

the 17-year-olds and 13 percentof the 13-year-olds think that
Army generals don't have to always.. obey the law:

When asked whether Congress or the President has, the -
right to stop radio, television or newspapers from criticizing
government operations, over. 80 percent of the 17-year-olds
and over 70 percent of the 13-year-oldsrecognize that such , .
an act is against the rights of a freepress.

Thirty-two _percent of the 17-year-old students do not
think it is important to vote in all electiOns nor is it necessary
toAdte if it appears that the candidate df their choice isn't
goingto win.

An overwhelming number' over 95 percent-- of the
17- year -Ids think a person should be able to vote whether
rich, poor, male or female; 6 perdent agree with the state-

1
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ment, "some people should not be allowed to vote becatise
they are not smart enough."

"Most of the results show that American youths, at least
on paper, are concerned for -the well-being and dignity of
others and recognize that discrimination is wrong," said Roy:
H. Forbes, director of National Assessment. Eighty-five
percent .of the 17-year-olds do not think the color of a
person's sk,in is a basis for -choosing a riend, and 9 out 10
support equal-housing opportunities," Forbes continued:

"When asked whether, letting' a job should depend on
one's sex, race, political opinion, religion or abilities atzd
skills, nearly all students agree that the determining factor
should be one's abilities and skills. However, when asked:
`If you saw several students fighting in the hallway, what
would you do?' only 37 percent of the 17-year-olds say they
would either look for sgmeonein authority or try to stop the
fight themselves. It js .anteresting to note how different
groups answer that question," Fabes.said. "Contrary to
most NAEP results, [Vales score 20 percentage points below
females on t rs question; students from the.urban fringe are 4
percentage Ooints below the national leve1,15Thile those from
economically disadvantaged urban areas' are 7 percentage
points' above the national level."

The National Assessment findings are from a select por-
tion of a major assessment in citizenship and social studs to
be released In 1977. The Bicentennial survey was given,to
5,000 students during the 1976.spring school semester.

The lowest scores for each age group are in response to the
question: "Suppose the.President 'sends troops to another
country to fight. What action can the Congress take to stop
U.S. participation in the fighting?" Congress 'can exercise its
power of the purse by refusing to provide money fox-further
military action, but this fact is known by only 16 percent of
the 13-year-olds arid 22 percent of the '17-year-olds. The
most common responie is that Congress can declare the
President's action unconstitutional.

Asked whether: Congress has the right to pass a law estab-
lishing a national church, 82 percent of the 17-year-olds and
69 percent of the 13-year-olds say no Thirteen-year-old
student's from the Southeast score unusually high on this
question, 6 percentage points above the Nation. ,

This NAEP survey also found that just over half of the
nation's 17-year-old studentsknow that each State has, tvio
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senators and,that the number of U.S. representatives
from each State is determined by the States population.
Thirty-five percent of the students think the-President can
appoint people to Congress.

"These figures are disconcerting when one realizes that,
within a year, these students will be of voting age and the

'life blood of our democracy is dependent upOn an informed
citizenry," said Mafi'e D. Eldridge, adminEstratorof the
National Center for Education Statistics, under whose aus-.
pices NAEP operates.

Resolving Crucial PrOblems
Abigal Van Biireri, more affectionareirknown as "Dear

Abby," listed what she cOnsidereno be the Nation's most
crucial problems, not necessarily in order-of their impqr-
tance: poverty,,crime, violence, unemploymion, inflation,
racial inequality, mental illness, drug abuse, 'teenage preg-
nancy, venereal disease, equal rights for women, the cost of
welfare, concern for our elderly, the crumbling family syn=
drdme, and the decline of standards in ourteducation.
'To put it in more contemporary 1a4guage7according to

Abby, '`turning on, tuning in, freaking out and shacking up."
Abby's special conEerns begin withone of,* problems

seriously affecting young people throughout our Nation
drug abuse. . . an estimated 80 percent haye tried pot by the
time they are seniors in high school. According-to Abby, the
media has done an excellent job ofeducating the public to the
dangers of drug abuse, _

"It's to the credit of our young people that rehab centers
and halfway housesare staffed almost entirety by students
who themselves were,once hooted on drugs, butwith treat-
ment and determination, were able to re-enter society, as
respectable, law-abiding citizens."

#

Crucial problem .

Another crucial problem, cited Abby, is-the inferior qual-
ity of our education'.

"Being the recipient-of approximately 10,000 letters a
--:weele, of which more than a third come from the 30-year-old

or undejge group, I can attest to 'the fact that those who
,

e
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Were educated in the 1950's and 1960's did not receive
anywhere near"the quality of education as those ofus who
were educated in the 1930's and the 1940's." y

-N Abby alluded to "poor handwriting, ,atrociotWspelling,' '
and pathetic grammar", with little ability to express thpm-
selves clearly or even adequately in their letters. .

0.

The results of a 4-month in -depth survey by the Los
Angeles Times showed a decline in standards of schools and
colleges -Causing educators across the Nation to agree, "-you
just can't expect as much from students today as we did, say,
15 years ago."

Abby' theorized That the permissive atmosphpre *.is cur-
rently responsible fOr children reared at home todaytoresist
discipline and lose respect for authorities at school.Then
too, teachers claim pressures for lowering traditional stan-
dards.of academic quality, consequently dispersing A's and
B's for _work that tormerly merited C's and D's.

Abby decried high rates of absenteeism in classrooms, low'
_attendance in college classroom with high enrollnients and
the rise in teacher's salaries 7- all contributing to why
"Johnny can't read."

Back to the basics
There is a' solution., however! "Go pack to the teaching of

basics: reading, writing, and math." While parents and
authorities are (tufa to lay the blame on television, William

"Scriramm; Director of the University of Hawaii's East-West
Center, and national authority on communications and
learning, said he found no hard evidence regarding the ef-
fects of television on academic achievement. He further
stated that television may be partially responsible for the rise
in Arbal abilities of primary grade children as reflected in
standardized achievement test scores. Abby feels that tele-
vision, with parental guidance, can be an effective total for'
teaching children.

titizeri education clkresolve two high-priority problems:
teenage pregnancy. and venereal diseasp. The sexual reyolu-
tion today shows tfiat one million teenagers 4come preg-
nant every year. In 1974, nearly608,000 teenageKs gave birth
and an estimated 300,000 'teenagers.had abortions( Today, .

teenagers account for one third of all abortions in the United
. States.

Abby praised the efforts of Planned Parenthood for pro



inforination, contraceptive caret and related health
services on the basik.of need and not on the basis of the
ability to pay..

"Obviously, nbt .all of,our llation's crucial problems can
be solved by educating the public, but.the solutions to the

, probleMs Of drug abuse, the rise-of venereal disease and the
problem'of unwanted .children can be solved in no other,
way.",

Examining Relationships
. "The principal problem to which all sectors of American
society Oughtto address themselves,'- -' said William F. Buck-
ley, Jr., "is the problem of the evanescing, affection felt by
the public for human fieedom.

"It was at Gettysburg that Abrahltim Lincoln, addressing a
crowd of people who had been ded by the length of the
preceding speeeh,-uttered What he thought Were simply a
few words of purely-ritual importance which, however, con-

- tinned fo resonate throughout the 19th century and the cur-
. rent century. He ended that talk, by askinga question which

was: Could a goverriment by the people, of the people, and
was widely understood as being rhetorical. on

for the people endure?" .

It was subsequently revealed by Lincoln,:s biotrapher
John Hay, that Lincoln attached congidgrable importance to
that question.,As Liticoln explained to Hay, "My-parents
experienced revolution, And I, as a second generation
American, feel that rdvolutionary inrpolse I understand

4144.ti . what 'it was that the United States fought 6achieve in
declaring its independence, becau4 that.experience is re-
lated to me, and I feel it almost asihough I had experienced it
myself. But what about our children and our grandchildren's
children? For them the American, Revolution will be merely
an abstraction, and an abstrac,tiokwhich it will be difficult
for them to recall with any vividness."

"4 seems plain," Buckley said, "if we survey the' ease
and the relaxatiqn with which the Unite &States seems to be
surrendering its appreciation of freedom stituent
parts, that Abraham Lincoln's question is not one we
can aiwr with the kihd of historical conviction that
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hoped might be aroused by his declamations atGettysburg."
Buckley noted that freeddm hassa certain utilitarian base

that seems tdbe widely accepted, "if only pragmatically."'
As an example he cited the fact that five percent of the
population 'in the U.S. is engaged in producing fdod suffi-
cient to feed 30 percent of The world.

"We also have a dim apprehension of the nature of
spiritualtreedom. We know what the motions are, we knew
what the rituals are, we know what we are required to say.
about freedom, but in point of fact we find that ow' convic-
tions about it, when tested, tend to be rather superficial."

Discovery of Mao's China
Buckley then discussed the "discovery" of 'Mao's China

by American journalists and intellectuals about 5 years ago,
and the-numerous books and articles written about it subse-
quently. He cited Harvard University Professor Ross Ter-
rell, who said it was difficult to answer the, question "Is
China free?" becauie freedom is always defined under the
limitations of the relevant entity. "For the United States, it
happens to be the individpal," Terrell.wrote, "for China it's
the whole state."

This, Buckley -said, gives us an insight into the nature of
the problem. "We experience that ideological egalitarianism
that follows in the wake of international diplomacy in an age
in which one is afraid to affirm one's values.

"Our experience with China is a key to understanding the
extent to which we have psychologically. prepared ourselves
to subordinate freedom; which once was priOary in our
considerations. We did learn as a result of an unhappy gen-
eration toying with a Wilsonian foreign policy that it isn't our
responsibility it isn't, indeed, possible for the United
States tzic impose freedom on other people. John Adams
knew that a hundred years before Woodrow Wilson expv-i-
enced his vision. John Adams said in his inaugural address,
'The American people are friends of liberty everywhere, but
custodians only of our own.' .

"So we have retreated from. an explicit form of Wil-
sonianism, Out we did, not' retreat from the standards by
which we measured life in other parts of the world. We did
not find ourselves saying we are indifferent to the question of
whether human freedom is tolerated in this state or in that
state. We did say we are not prepared to send the Marines to
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enforce freedom because of the limitations of our own mili-
iary might our own resources but we.never found
ourselves saying it doesn't really matter whether &wciety is
free.

"And yet that is exactly what some of the most important
men and women in the United 'States have been saying'',,

' explicitly andimplicitly about life in China today. This is a
reflection of a deep lack of conviction in the United States
about the continued relevance of human freedom, and I
judge that to, be the crucN-problem,.of the century.L7- the
great question of whether 5, TO; 15, /0 years from now, we
will be instSting on the kind of freedom that has distinguished.

rt

this society and that served as the inspiratibn for Abraham
Lincoln at Gettysburg."

Role,_of goverriment
.

i

.

-What is the role Or Goverritient?,Largely passive, accord-
----,

ing to Buckley. He quoted Dr. Johnson, "The end of politi- \
cal liberty is personal liberty," and stated -his own belief that
there is no reason for political liberty excepttn °rider to effect
personal liberty. - A

What is the role of education? "The role of education is,
among other things, to affirm the whole-notion-of intellectual
progress. Under academic freedom -as commonly under- '

stood, it is imposilble to make any affirmation whatsoever,
,because all ideas are supposed to Art equal in.the race. But ,
it is impossible, without expressing a profound epistemolog-
icalpessimisM, to assuMe that nothing gets discovered in the-
course of education. And if certain things do get discovered,
such as that freedom is an achievement towards which we all
Ought constantly to struggle, then its opposite, slavery, is
always to be despised and fought against."

..What is the role of religion? "Religion, surely, i& there ..- ,

primarily to remind us of the m'eeminence of the individual _

conscience." Buckley quoted Whitaker Chambeil who
said that human freedom is a political redding of the Bible,

. with its stress on the indWidual and the incompatibility of
slavery and with the whole notion of the uniqu'eneSs of man..

. .,
.

Role of labor "
What is the role of labop "LabOYought, above all things;

not to identify itself as simply4ne more lobby folr the sake of
attempting to wrest one more advantage for this union or that

. .
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union. Labor ought to be in the foref0 t of the principal
demand of human freedom, which is the rt In of the laborer,
to-maintain for himself, to the extent that it isluyssible while,
still living in a common society, the fruit of hilabor.

`.`This,"_ I3Uckley said "is how the 'various, sectors in
Ameritawociety impinge on the qtlestion of human;free-'
dom. ---

"Albert Jay Nock, the essayist, wrote this hauntingline in
his journals a generation ago: 'Someday Nhink I will dedi-
cat& thyself to trying to write an 'essay on how does one
observe that one is slipping into a Dark'Age\' He meant that
if you knew it was a Dark Age, you 'ould resist your move-
ments toward it. It is That which you don't know that you
tend to do without knowing the consequences of your inat-
tention.

"It was Alfred North Whitehead who said that a society
revea's most about itself in what it does not say, because
what it doeS-not say is that:which it takes for granted. What
we are not sayingyith any conviction at the moment is that
we continue to believe that the primary secular value is

'Tittman freedom."
"

A Student's Perspective
BY Frederick D. McClure

What is the shape of our Nation's future?, And further-
more, what are our responsibilities in shaping this, future? A
number of experts predict that by the year 2000, America's
poOnlation will be over 300 million, with more than three-
fourthi-concentrated in sprawling supercities. ,

We can look back and trace rather easily the trends and
influences Niltich have brought us, to our present point. And
we can look ahead andIee that unless some of these trends,

hare checked or rechanneled; we could indeed, by the year
2000, arrive where we might wish to turn back the-clock
,but cannot-

The dNorce and juvenile crime statistics continue to rise..,
gre alarmed, so we ask ourselves the question: What is

the, reason for the upward-spiraling number of brolyen homes
and delinquent acts? Many newspaper and fnagaz e articles
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are diagnosing the problem as ont which has its beginning in
the American home.

The family used to be a closely-knit group and theihome
was self-containeel. It was shelter; it was security; it was a
kind of school where life's basic lestons were taught; itwas a
litri of church where. God was honored. It was a factory
where the basic necessities of life were made.

Then came the 20th century .great industrial centers
wer It; &id psychology was creveloped, materialisth
in easea\ eiw co munication and entertainment mediums
appeared on the cene and our home life, as 'a result,
experiencea shoc and change.

Latel our` ins itutions have been under attack the
e,Court, the FBI, the military, the Congrev, the

Presidency, the flag, the church, the educational s stem,
and Oren the home. However, in spite of these faults and
failures, I still believejn these American institutions, =dour
goal should be to cleanse and protect them as they protected
us throughout the years.

Preserve home life
What is happening to America, then? Where isour sense

of poral values? No wonder the American home andother
institutions ari seemingly crumbling. No wonder a con-.
cerned J. Edgar Hoover once said, "The home is the citade
of Anierican life. If the home is lost, all is' lost." Thoughtful
spokesmen the world over agree that if socitty's healthiff the
world is to beomaintained, the homes and mit...institutions
must be preserved.

Probably the most serious and. *nip prohlem
.volves population growth by the year 202 it is' expected
that there will be more than seven billion ciple on our
planet. Also affecting the future will be the dep tion of our
natural resources such as petroleum, the natural ertility of
the soil-, clean water, and soon; and serious disrupts nthf the
ecological balance and man's environment.

Also threatening Our society and. mankind are the -ever
apparent decline of personal and governmental morality.,
Even now this appears in the disintegration of basic ideal's of
la'w and justice. The crime growth and consumer egotism
also figure into this. destruction of-mankin. The spread of
alcoholism and drug addiction addeven more Nell° the.:fire.

Another pressing problem today is protein siaryation, af-
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getting hundreds of millions of people. The problem of feed-
ing this starving world boils down to the case of the "haves"
vefstfs the "have nots"; a case of the developed countries
'versus those that are just,now developing. The criteria that
determines whether or not a country is developed boils down
to the availability of feed and its production, the amount of
income, and the popiliation..

During the next 50 Years,,alOne, the importance of energy
created from huge power plants with pollution controls will
become even greater. At the same time, there will probably
be increased exploration of atomic energy sources.

Don't return to the past
With these factors in min 4 it seems that it absolutely

impossible for mankind to return to the so-called healthy life
of the past, which was, in reality, very - difficult and often
criel and joyless. This i probably the case even if man could
make this change undei the conditions that currently or may

. .exist through competition -*and\ economic and political cir-
I

I accept'the fact that we live in a world, even though its
population is g'onstantly and steadily increasing, that actu-
ally is growing smaller and smaller every day, because of the
changes and advances in technology, spurred by research
and development. I also recognize that the United States-,
may seemingly have amoral and humanitarian obligation to
help others, so.I arrt not suggesting a policy of isolationistmas

ti we attempt to solve.the problems that we face. Yet, I am
suggesting a policy along with other nations that is in keeping
with good sound economics. ShoW me a.husinessan or
nation, that cannot adjust to changing times, and I will show
you an individual or nation headed for b4cmptcy.

Not everythingfhat is faced can be chdlKged. But nothing
can be changed until it is facetl. Then.we can truly live up to
the challenge of former Itesident Harry S.- Truman and
'accept the preinise that progress occurs when courageous
and skillful leaders seize the opportunity and.face the Thal-.
lenge of changing things for the better. For yes, the. only
thing-constant in America today is change, and our future
lies not in the vastness of our machines but in a smallness
of our spirits.

Archibald MacLeish said; !`America was promises. And
its promises have always motivated us self-fulfillment,
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freedom and independence, a decent living. The promise of
pleasure, of a life beyond mere drudgery; of being
new/young, in the forefronts of .an adventure, on top of
things. The 'unalienable rights' of life, liberty and thuursuit
of happiness."

r

The Hidden Curriculum
Children sense the "unvarnished truth" about politics and

economics through-their life experiences and impressions
gained outside,thefclas'sroom, claimed Robert Coles in his
speech presented in General Sessioh I. He condemned pres-
ent classrocA.1 instruction in civics-related courses as un-
realistic, lacking in historical perspective, and never touch-
ing upon, current controversial issbes that shape today's,
society. It is outside the classroom, Coles said, that children
learn 'about America's class system, the struggles ofcon-

.. ":.teinpolary American heroes for unpopular causes, and in-
equitable economic structures.

Coles based his claim on extensive and tndepth interviews
with children over a longperiod Of timean approach to
data - gathering on children's citizenship attitudes that has
not been used in prior research. His findings, said Cole,
provoke questions like: (1) How do teachers impart political
socialization(citizenship education)? (2) What do university
level political scientists teach about?

,/`
-Children's perceptions of American politics in no way, .

apparently, resemble the idealized and traditjpnal subject
matter most Often used as a basis for education for citizen-
ship. Children-whom Coles hai interviewed "will tell you
about Richard Nixon and will tell you even more abstractly
about the nature of political offiCe before Watergate ,
. .Where did they get the strong, discerning ,knoittledie7
We're they taught in school? Where haIre many Appalachian
children learned tibout the coal companies? That has to do,
with-the cla system in America, one of the"great unmen1\
tionables i n education.

meho our children figilre this out.1 suspect that
many of you know they are not taught these kinds of things in
schOol. They pick up a word ther'e, a word there
. . .sometimes in an aside, an uncle, a felative,-eminister,

J.
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maybe the f&mily doctor."' 40,
Coles used the educationitystem. in South Africa to add

ernphasisto his claith that-children are not realistically edu-
cated for citizenship in the classroom. While visiting South
Africa two years ago, Coles "tried to tell people about
American 4hildren in various parts of the country: black or

!white, rich or poor, rural, suburban, northern, southern,
eastern, and western.":He was told, he said, by a collection
of black schoolteachers that, "not in a hundred years, would
the school children of.South Africa even dream of. taking a
stand against their government." But, he continued, "in
complacent, stron', monolithic South Africa. . .those chil-
dren have taken to the streets. . .against mighty arms'4nd
they have been shot down and they still march in the streets r
. . . A government that has had absolute, control over the
educational system-of millidns of people has, with treinen-
dous, relentless enthusiasm and conviction, indoctrinated
these children oily find them marching in the streets."

These' deyelopments in South Africa, said Coles, are
analogous t.4, theAmerican scene in the 1960s, when "some
well-indbctrinated yotitg people' some even from' thq
schools in the rural south in the 1950s took issue with what
they had learned took issue even with what they had
learned in college."

Coles asserted that Freud was right in many ways when he
t gave children credit for enormous ingenuity by virtue of a
certain type of child-like guile. Children oftdn learn about

r
political realitiesin spite of and not because of what they are
taught in school. "In our schools., as we are.taught about
Jefferson, W hington, and Lincoln he asked, where is the
effort to ach this history to the living, breathing realities 9

aroun us? How does the history of these heroes relate to the
Washington gangs and the political lobbies of the 1970s?9'
Referring to the Rev. Martin Luther 'King", Jr., 'Coles
queried, "What do we call those who stand up and make'
'their assertion? }row are they referred to in our schools?"

It is vitally important, Coles stated, that A balanced politi-
cal perspective be worked into every curriculum in the coun-
try, and that we eliminate the teaching-of negative reactiOns
to "current events not'clarified by historical perspective."
The reality gap in fills country, he observed, exists at even
the highest levels.
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Part Three

.S

Values and Morality

4

; By T. H. Bell
Oo

0

Citizenship education cann,pt and should not be divorced
/

from moral education. The two are intimately related, and
thoraheducation may well be the single most impgrtant corn-
Nnent.of the more general concept of Citizenship educqtion. i
I think that the 'willingness of conferetict participants to i
posit ethical or moral rights and wrongs, do."g and don'ts, iS a
testament to where we are and perhaps a reflection of
where we have Been. The time is long past when we can -

_muddle our way through an area as vital as moral and citi-
zenship eduehtion, Indirettion, vagueness, or ostrichlike,
neglect avail Os nothing. 's

Examples coillti be draWn.from any period in hiStory at-
testing to the need of human societies for sonterecognized
syStem of morality or code of ethiCal conduct. It siinplyis not
possible foil men and women to live in gimps without prac-
ticing adherence to some form of moral behavior. Moral
educatiodoes o have to have &basis in organized religion.i
If spiritual value an be shown to have naturalistic meaning,
as I- believe they, can, then there is ncr need to attempt/to
validate themby reference to supernatural forces or refer-, 1 .

ence to specific religious doctrines. If morality occupies a
natural and netessary4position in the affairs of civilized '
humankind, and is not the exclusive province of organized 1). .
religion, then it is the common responsibility/, of all men and
women to accept the teaching of moral values in a system of
public education. The psychologist Ablaham lvfaslow put it
in even stronger terms:

A place in edutation .*

"The teaching of spiritual values, Of ethical and moral
values," wrote Maslow, "definitely does haye a place in
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education, perhapi ultimately a very basic and essential
place, and this in no way needs to controvert the Ainerican
separation between church and stet for the very simple
reason that spiritual,' ethical, and moral values need have
nothing to do with any church. Or perhaps better said$hey
are the common core of all churches, all religions, including

c the non-theistic ones*As a matter of fact, it is possible that
precisely these ultimate values.are and should be the far
goals of all education, as they are and should be also the far
goals of psychotherapy, of child care, of marriage, the fam-
ily,, of work, and perhaps of all other social institutions."

First, let me sketch the present climate as I see it. For it
seems to me the signs and harbingers are everywhere. That.
there is stong and increasingly vocal public advocacy for
moraredacation can hardly be disputed. (I am deliberately
avoiding the stronger term "Mandate," although it may be
more accurate.)

'Take, for example, the messages coming at us from all
Sides from twq interacting fields politics and the media.
Anyone who-followed the national conventions this sum-
mer, anyone who has'listened to the statements of both
presidential candidates I-promise you this is a bipartisan

ed speech! anyon6 who has read or. iewed media commen-
tary on th.kcontemporary scene must be aware of the call for
a reaffirmation of our liStoric values. The need to state and
reach our values is so widely voiced that we may lose.sight of
its importance. Fortunately, like all truisms, it remains true.

Items for consideration
Some 'other signs and portents: Iteim-The 1975 Seventh

Amival Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward Education
included a series of questions devoted to educationin morals
and moral behavior. Seventy;nine percent-of those inter-
view6d supported the instruction of moral behavior. Of par--
ents with chirdren in public schools,-84 percent were in favor
of moral education. Of parentswith children in parochial
schools; 85 perbent were in favor. The.Phi Delta Kappan, in
its December 1975 issue, cointnented,,,as f011ows on this
survey: "Presumably, the home and the church- are the
proper places to give children instruction in morals and
moral behavior. But in The absence' of stic instruction in

`least
homes, the, r,esponsibility shifts . he schools. At

least to meet thelpfesent need, an"uve elming majotit), of
all groups in the population would like to ee such instruction
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provided by the - schools. And, significantly, one Of the
groups most in favor is that composed of parents of children
now attending public schools." -

Item: The citizenship objectives of the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress, 1974175, lists seven major
goals.. Four of them are directly related to moral education:,
Show concern for the well-being and dignity of others; sup-
port just law and the rights of all individuals; apprOach
decisions rationally; and help and respect [ one's ] own
families. In geveral ways, the report emphasizes that stu-
denls must formulate their own beliefs while understanding°
and respecting the viewpoints of others.

Item: In a recent survey of State departments of educa-
tion, an overwhelming majority cite moral education as a
major goal. Most of them are engaged in, or planning to be
engaged in, carrying it out. The Michigan Department of
Education, in a-task force report, stated: "To show young
people the value of moralinquiry [is] most distinctly [the
purview of public, education], since in'a democratic society,
one of the purposes of the public school if not the purpose

is to.educate for the bettterment of the whole."
The Ha(vaii Department of Education, in. a 1973 do,cu-

ment, itatedValtioes education is a procesi of discovering
and developing values. Its aim is to encourage teachers and
students to raise questions about what constitu es the good:
the good life, the good man. It seeks through nalysis and
survey to'discover what people individually nd in groups
believe to be good."

_

Standards of quaitty
The State of Viiiiiia'-&Stfndards of Quality for Public

Schools states-two specific goals public education: par-
ticipate in a free society; and develop ethical standards of-
behavior and a realistic self-image.

The introduction to the Guide for Teaching Ethical and
Moral Values in Alabama.Schaols states:

, "Whereas, there has been'widespread confusion and mis-
understanding of the inwelishable truths, time-tested doc-.
trines, and democratic ideals upon which our state and na-
tion were founded; and . . .

"Whereas; there haS in recent years also been a clearly
evident decline in the spirit of patriotism and disregardfor
religious,. moral and ethical values on the part of. young
ptiople and adults as well; and . .
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"Whereas many students in Ala bama's publieschools,

colleges, and other institutions of learning, and teachers
themselves are sometimes disturbed and uncertain about
what positions they should'iaie as to basic trails, standards
of morality and ethical behavior; and . . .

. "Whereas, Alabama has never formulated a statewide
.program for teaching morals and religiOn in public schools

. . .

"Now, therefore,lkit resolved that the State Board of
Education hereby authorizes the preparation of a general
handbook and related curriculum materials to be used in
such instruction . . ." A

Despite this cacaphony of diverse voices urging rnotal
education, there seems to be a" curious misapprehension
among some that moral education is :'new" or "innovative"
or "gimmicky." Of course, nothing could be farther from the
truth. What we,are talking about is as old as this countr}i
and older. For moral education has' always been 4ith us.
God willing, it always will be with us. The enduring social
and personal values on which it is based are grounded in the

American heritage.

Whose values.?
. When we consider these basic cultural values,, it is impor-
tant to recognize thgt the question of whose 'Values is not
really relevant. They are all of ours, the values or ideals
of the many, many elements of our pluralistic society. There
might be room to differ on the source of values for 'in-
stance, revealed truth, rationality, or intuition, or a combi-
na n of these but- it is not the source thavconcerns us.
T social-political agreement of our body politic, on which
t s country rests, resides in a set of values which transcends
their source and ethnic or radical diversity.,

:=;-. Would anyone here dispute the fundamental value of re-
spect for self? respect for others? equality? liberty? R. S.
-Peters, the noted British philosopher cites, among others,
as values basic to democratic societies: liberty, rationality,
and freedom, including the freedom for self-developMent
and autonomy. Moral educators, values educators, religious,
and special interest groups 'you name it 'tome together
on exactly this point. These, are 'our fundamental values.
These have always been our fundamental values..

Even a cursory reading of America's basic documents
reveals how deeply these values are embedded in our his-
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tory. The signers of the Mayflower Compact in 1620 stated:
" [ we dO ] solemnly and mutually in the Presence of God
and one another, covenant and combine ourselves together
into a civil Body Politick, for our better Ordering and Preser-
/vaiion,.. . . And by Virtue hereof do enact constitute, and
frame, such just and equal Laws, Ordinances, Acts, Con-
stitutions, and Offices, from time to time, as shall be thought
most meet and convenient for the general Good of the
Colony; .unto which we promise all due Submission and
Obedience."

From this beginning have flowed our most cherished his-
toric documents: the Declaration of Independence, the Con-
stitution, and the Bill of Rights.All of these reaffirm, as this
conference is now reaffirming, the values which have shaped
this country's destiny.

Thedocuments contain the words, phrases, and concepts
which illuminate the principles that have guided,us for 200
years. They clearly reflect both our Judaic - Christian tradi-
tion and our Western intellectual tradition: These are the
very principles and values which sustained tis in our earliest
days. They are the principles which have continued to sus-
tain us through wars, adversities, and national-upheaval,

"Moral" vs. "education" -..

Up to now I' have been talking about what the word
"moral" means in moral education. Let me now approach it
from.the point of view of the second word: "education."
Again, our past illuminates the,presetit TheNorthwest Or-
dinance of 1787 states, in Article 3: "Religion, morality, and
knowledge, being necessary to good goverpnient and the
happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education
shall forever be encouraged."-Thrs--Countryls-schools were
grounded on a concern for transferring our basic values to
our children; in short, educating them in-these values. In
earlier and simpler times, this was accomplished.throngh a

.1Oose, informal, but intimate confederation of home,:church,
and school. Each, in its ov7n way, was a purveyor amoral
education: Each reinforcephe other two: Thus there was a
three-way interaction; with teacheri, parents, and religious
leaders sharing functions, roles, and yes, even places of
residence. Moral education thus became an implicit respon-
sibility of the child's most immediate environmental influ-
ences.ences.

Thipgs are not that simple today. The mixed blessings of
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the industrial revolution, urbanization, technological ad.
vances and all their accompaniments have led to the
highly pomplex and fragmented social structure Ve now live
in. Unlike earlier times, today's children may rarely be in
contact with a religious leader or organization, may (and this
is well documented) require of their home only a bed and .d
TV set but they do go to school at least, most of them.
The downward spiral of alienation and dropouts exists, to be
sure, but sChiol is perhaps the sole common denominator of
children past infancy.

Schools assume responsibility
Today, then, it becomes even more imperative than ever

for the school system to assume, the responsibility for moral
education. It stands alone in having bOth the opportunity and
the right to do so a claim which can be made for no other-.
social institution. 'And, schools db "teach" moral education.

-every school day of the year, whether they know it or not,
whether deliberate or notjeacher attitudes, disciplinary
codes, and the so-called hidden curriculum all opeyatb to
implicitly convey-a values/moral set. There are "values-
free" schools. Our task here, then, is to consider ways of
deliberately, systematically, and effectively carrying out
moral education in the schools and to do this in a way that
violates none of the ethnic, racial, or religious differences
thacercaracterize our country's children. Education for citi-
zeAfship begins with moral and ethical values.

You will note that I used the words =` effectively" and
"systematically" in speaking of teaching moral education. L,

-dge them purposely. We are learning all the time in this field.
Our new knowledge and research provide a rich source of
valid information about What techniqtkes, approaches, cur-
riculums, do and don't work. The issue js really not whether
moral education should be embedded throughout a cur-.
riculum or taught directly in a separate course or both.
The _point- is that schools now have access ,to a knowledge,
base which can wide effective moral-education programs-.
The evidence is in, and we must use it.

Reference to crucial aspects '11$
Somevery important strands of thisicnowledge base refer

to crucial aspect's of moral..education. For instance, the
aevelopmentalists (hlberg and many others) have arrived
at significant findings regarding children's developmeiffhl
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growth in. moral judgment. The'. rosocial theorists (Stauti-
Bandura, and many others) have identified, tested, and yeah-
dated techniques whigh are effective in teaching children to
behave in a helpful, altruistic, 'caring manner. A triangula-
tion of effort from many approaches has helped us to analyze
and identify wtat constitutes moral/ethical action. Thege are
only a few quickly mentioned aspects of the new knowledge
and research which, together, enable us to mount effective
educational programs.
OWhen We consider the proliferation of such knowledge, it
becomes a certainty, not a speculation, that we now know
enough to go about this complex business of moral educa-
tion. Finally and I hope I hardly'need say this we can go
about it in a way that is fair, noncoercive, and nonoppres-

, sive. In short, we can go about moral education morally.
Earlier I referred to both historic/ and contemporary

documents and statements highlighting our enduring com-
mitment to moral education and the 'values on which it is
based. There is one effort under way at this time which is
related to this conference and which, I believe, deserves
special mention <quWiter the auspices of the National Institute
of Education, a national program, was launched earlier this.
year to plan an agenda fiSr research and. development in

citizenship education. I 'congratulate Bud Hodgkin:
son on't ;program =as I congratulate the architeas,qf this
present conference -

,

Call for reaffirmation
Let me, again sound the call -for a reaffirmation of and

rededication to our national values. They lie at the very heart
of moral education. And moral education, in turn, lies at the

- vet t, heart of citizenship education. If our society is to sur-
vive as we know itana want it, edticatofs have a responsibil-
ity and an opportunity` cif awesome prbportiops.

.4%, This conference marks a crucial step in assuming that
responsibility and seizing that opportunity. From here we.
can move, move to help schools carry out, the powerful
moral-education programs to Which we are all from our

'different backgrounds and disciplines committed.
-It seems to me that the most important outcome from this

national conference tnight,well be a resolve to get our major
. institution's to assume more retpRnsibility for citizenship

responsibility. Of all -the institutions that serve the .public,
'Certainly out- educational institutions ought to be foremost in
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concern and commitment to both tile preservation and im-

provement of our American s tem of government. This

ought to be a universal com ment that transcends almost

all others in priority and importance. Those of us who

accept the proposition that this can best be done through ,

education ought to be turning our thoughts and resources in
this direction. Perhaps this might to be fowmost in the in-

stitutional goats on every campus and in every school sys-

tem.

Whose responsibility is it?
As we address ourselves to the question: "Whose respon-

sibilityis it?". we'should be responding that the responsi-

bility heavily rests with education and with our educational

establishment nationwide, lOndergarten through graduate
'school, public and private. But we shotild 'not by any means

assume that it is ekclusively the responsibility of education,

for we all know bbtter. The point I want to make in'address-.

ing myself to this question is that I think that it is a major
responsibility but. not an iNclusive responsibility of educa-

tion. We are not giving it ough attention and enough prior- .

ity. To be sure, we teach many subjeets thataddress them-
selves to these basic issues and responsibilities. But in'these
times it requires a deeper concern and a more urgent, front
burner activism that has been the.case in the past few years.

Recent events and the emergence of recent problems that

are jeeply rooted in .our social structure remind us that
American education must assume more leadership by devot-

ing more of its resources to the improvement of governmen-
tar responsiveness and the 'quality of life and living through

that improvement by means of bringing enlightened citizen
commitment to government and to its responsiveness and
overall

.
effectiveness. Through teaching, research, and ser-

vice emanating from our educational institutions, we should

take on
this

enormous challenge to attain great strides up-
wardin this essary, active concern that beeomes a new
moral impera`t7ve for all of the American people. a tx

Are We the People?
. .

Badi Foster, Harvard University professor, began his pre-

ientation by questioning the tOrnpositiot/of participants in
*
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the national 'conference.
"Who has been invited to this conference, who is absent,

who has been excluded? What are the criteria by which we
were selected? Are the old connections sufficient to bring
together those who have become disconnected, or who
perhaps never have been connected to their government?
. . . Who then, do we 'represent? Whose interests have we
aggregated, whose vital'cOncprns have we blurred for the
sake of consensus, whose interests haver we excluded?"

Foster continued to query the "whys and wherefores"
and hidden agendas..of conferefice participants. He stated,
"For the past 20 years, thos/e wholave been creating models

' of political socialization, commonly called civics, govern- .-
ment, or courses in citizenship, have not viewed themselves
as part of the problem. In their. books, their speeches, their
'ptiblic pronouncements, we find a simple message If only
you would participate as I do; If you would vote, participate
in the party of your choice; lobby with your representatives,
join your favorite interest group, you too would feel the
satisfaction of being a citizen,' In e,ssence, if you ,do what I
_think is appropriate as a political participant, you will feel
good about being an.American."

mistrust
.

Citizen apathy and mistrust .

. Foster went On-to articulate, on the responsibilities of
citizen education in relation to citizen apathy, alienation and
mistrust. He alluded to an analysis of superficiality caused
by definitions imposed by upper middle class academicians,
pollsters, and government officials.

"When Was the last time you read ajextbook, or heard of a'
policy for improving citizen education which was defined by
a member of 'grassroots, the rank-and-file or the silent ma-
jority,' about whom we are apparently concernedin their
,alienation, mistrust, and sense ;of diStance from their
it overnment. Foster discussed the dangers of exaggerating

,. concepts and "falsely endowing it with 'mysterious and
overpowerin powers of its own.

"We ni s facethe fact that we are about the business of
setting po cy for others. The definitions of problems and
solutions we arrive at here, incorporating our values, as-
sumptions and beliefs, will become the guidelines for Na -'
tioaal,,State, and local policy. We 'need to ask, what arethe
qualifications that give us the right to such influence? .

Foster stated that it might be too difficult to question the
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abov e questions because of arrival at new questions "which
are messy, awkward, embarrassing, and downright difficult

to measure.
"The way we get together precludes questioning the ques-

tions, We shudder at the presentation of critiques informed
by ideologies and analyses at odds with our own. We con-
sistently, respand to problems with conferences, commit-
tees, and consultants,"

Badi Faster continued to question the list of particip ants at
the conference asking "do we want to treat the symptoms of
alienation, mistrust, and sense of dittance, or do we want to
exam" e the causes of those symtoms to the most funda-
me al ecOnbmic, political, and social relationships in our
society? If people are suffering from' polluted water, do we
only set up clinics to ease the pain, or do we clean up the
'water?"

Who am I?
Foster stated his reasons for sharing a sense of "who I

am" and some of his experiences that helped to shape his
sense of alternatives for citizenship' education.

"I must now turn to the basic task and ask, in creating
alternatives, what do we need to do better.?"

According to Foster, citizenship education is too narrow,
tpo binding a conception as it is currently defined.

"We, milsf-begin to see citizenship as the capacity to link
with o,t4ets in solving a broad range of specific problems that

are, common' among people regardless of city, State, and
National boundaries. We must ask mere and more people,_
what does it mean to be a citizen? We must ask whether the ,
educatiOn we offer to increase .participation encourages
creativity, increased awareness, compassion, new kinds of
connections among people, new notions of the means avail-
able for solving the concrete problems of daily living.

We need to create Models of participation at this cpnfer-
edce, added Foster, "ttat people can take home to their
clubs, kaffee klatches, churches, their one-to-on t. discus-
sions With friends and antagonists.:' Foster added that pres-
ently we only havea model, which academics, government
bureaudrats and the!' `local chamber of commerce" have the
power to implement.

The "old boy" -network
"How many others. can- hire consultants, knoW how to
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organize activities for a cast, of hundreds; go from confer
ence to conference relishing in the, 'Old boy network?"

Foster concluded by emphasizing the nee to ask ques-
tions about conference participants before see ing solutions
to tie topic at hand. ,

"Before we can create alternatives for citize ,

we need to ask odrselves these questions: W has -been
invited to this conference, who is absent, wh has been
excluded?

"About wh m 'do we speak?
"Fd who do we speak?
"Whom d we repiesent'V
"Are we e people?"

1
Discipline:. Key

to Excellence
Moral authority and its importance to education NNW the

'theme of the speech given by the Rev. Jesse Jackson to
educators,, labor leaders,,parents, businessmen, an others'
at the citizenship conference.

"Schools have to assume responsibility for the %morals
depicted wrongly in our-society," Jackson said.

Jackson also stated in his opening remarks that "we are in fl
a erriliiation crisis climbing from the Vitlley. Of-linititedi
,opportunity to the.top of the mountain of opporiunitywith.
more mourrtains to climil' .'' . 0 ' , .

'The current atylosphein schools, according to Jhck n,
is at a level of crisis. Ile stressed the importance of a4`wi 4,0

learn and the,, rgi:to excel" while warning conference par-,
titipaiits thatt current crisps will lead to a lirealetlown in .

leadesoldp. .1. ra ,,, ,,._ . . B 9 t
"The prinekal thas to, have "the inoiat,, authority, o9he

/
-

parents and the `gtitejoleoh clikipline, Th'ere are kerecific °
laws that must be tauglitf all childrenbyadult4." Just what
are these laws? :° VI, ,.. ; i ,;4 c 0 (". 0 1

eo 4 1 et . . ,
! ..Four' laws for survival i I<

First Qf all, children have to learn.tlielny OfCacrifice,
according to Jackson. "They Must learir that4 the lavisp3f ,

t3
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convenience lead to collapse and that the laws of sacrifice
lead to excellence."

The law of discipline was cited as the secon d law. "If
child graduates from school and has not been taught dis
Aline, he has missed one of the laws of survival." The th d
law, or the law of duty, belongs to those that dutifully will
rise to the top while those who are merely beautiful Will be
expendable. The last law, perseverance, emphasized the will
to win. According to Jackson, 'T. you can see it and believe I
it, you can achieve it."

Most principals do not believe that their children are going
to exal, said Jackson. They feel that they are there-merely
to-keep_orderand they don't even do a good job of that. He
further stated that teachers do not believe those students can

, excel and the don't believe that those student's will ever be
their neighbor. .

s

When asked what is a course for .excellence, Jackson
replied that it is an attempt tO,r mule out mediocrity but also to
do more than that. It is an attempt to stop finger-pointing and
name-calling and engage ourselves in the total involvement
concept:

"If students don't come to school with a will to learn and
the &gt° excel; ll the teachers and equipment in the world
will not make the difference," added Jackson.

Politician on top of list
Jackson cited eight levels of.involvement in the education.

system beginning with the politician at the top of the list and-
working on doWn, in successive order, through the board of
education, superintendent, staff, principal), teachers, stu-
dents, and tidally parents.

"The problemis that the parents are on the bottom of the
list," said Jackson, Parents have dropped out and havebeen
pilshed oat of the bottom of the educational system.
Teachers"can teach.enmasse without the massive in-
volvement of t parents, he stated, and added that the

-hospity betty en teachers and parents must stop." The
schbol system cannot survive with that parent at the bot- , ,-
tom.'"

The death of ethics, according to Jackson, ii a s o age of 'c,dp,
excellence. "A that does not have ethical standards '
cannot 'surviVe. We are in a civilization crisis, a blaze of . ,

mediocrity settled upon-our heads and it is hard for us to

ea
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J
breathe. We must develop, down in our guts, the fact that
self-determination is our goal', self-reliance is our lifestyle
and we must say to ourselves over and over again that
nobody. will save us, from us, for us; but us."

Jackson concluded that our forces must be ulled to-
gether, given new assignments, given new

bulled
and

pushed for excellence.
"There, is no outside force Of people more adult, than we

are, more responsible than we are, nor more educated than
we are. We are they."

Influences on Citizenship
Michael Scriven began his_ remarks by talking-about the

main trends which are now developing and which be feels are
extremely likely to affect our attitudes toward the content
and methods. of citizenship education the crucial factors
to which citizenship educatioir Must respond by preparing
our citizens to cope sensibly witirneW threats and choices.

He cited the following key trends: the withering awayiof
the family, the multiplication of-the media, the collapse of
conservative crime control, the deterioration of the educa-
tional system (failure in basic skills, intolerance of diversity,
iiniogcontrol of curriculum content, professorial control of
eduEfion), the waning of national autonomy, the reduction
of oppression (fox blacks ttnd women), the emancipatiOn of
ethics-kdn tradition, and the increasing incompetence of
government.

. .
Scriven said he beli6es this country is already sliding into

a jlegline and fall phase, and notriecessatily related to the
economic situation, the infant mortality rate, rising Murder
and rape statistics, or Watergate. "What worries me most is
simply that most citizens have not caught up with this real-.
ity, are still too insecure taraccept criticisln of their country,
their union, their racial heritage, their4ender,:and their
religious groups. They are still hopelessly ignorant of the
system of values of which they are a part."

Lip service to freedom .

Scriven reiterated other comments heard throughout the
conference to the effect that too many citizens give lip ser-



*ice to freedom, but are not prepared to support it id specific
i

instances. He noted-that a large majority of the peOple do not
believe that someone who thinks the system of government
in Russia is better than thp one here, should be allowed to
speak on a public broadcasting network. Nor would they
allow someone who believes there is no God to do so, or
someone who wishes to criticize a governor or other elected
official. "In other words, they believe strongly in freedom of
speech except in an indiViduaVcase."

, 4. 4,

PoWer of the news media
Scriven talked at length about the power of the news

media, commenting that the raising of social consciousness
as to tlfe condition of minority groups, women, and the

. environment does not come from the schools but, are major
examples of media education, He npted thatcreting aware- , k

ness is much simpler than providing solutions, and that the
Messages for raising consciousness are also simpler thaii for
proViding solution's. -, .

i; 1 - "The core of the purpose of education is, I believe, ethics.
t - ''' --Citizenship without ethics is a shabby shell. The two must be

zombi d, but there must .be a revolution, in what we're
current teaching," Scriven said, and added that clemmun-
ity suppdrt is essential to success in that area. In his opinion,
local control of schools is the most severe handicap to effec- , 9
tive citizenship education that we face today. Vocal boards ,
give in to local pressure, 'he said, so that-i4.is impossible for
educators to'realiitically portray crime and discuss radically t
different lifestyles and political 'Systems. \.."--'" .

But ing results into programs
Sc wen listed the following "results" that he believeg....

slioutd be incorporated into poagrams in citizenship educa-
tion: - .e ' . .

An understanding of the limit§ or at least the costs of
growth (part, of environmental education, economics);

An understanding of the mutual dependence of nati
(global perspectives);

'Understanding what little we know about the causes of
crime and failures of crime-fighting .(criminology);

Understanding the demographics'and dynamics of the
family Model and alternatives to it (sociology); . ,

. , Understanding,the power and limitations of the media;
...

. .
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Understanding the nature of and the relationships be-
tween law and ethics and religion_ and ethics;

... Understanding the alternatives to, as well as the basic
principles of, our form of government (political philosophy).

"I don't believe it's the task of civic' education 4) make us
all activists, "Scriven said. "Our task is to teach understand-
ing action must be left to the individual." Traditional
models iti education are almost certain to fail, he warned;
"but there art signs that we can still provide Citizens with a
deeper understanding of the rights of ()fliers, and often this
will lead to action on their part. All that education can
legitimately do is to provide that understanding, and I hope
we will be able.to do that better than we have."
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Part Four = Special Activity Groups

ECONOMIC
EDUCATION

"Unless you get it in the schools, you don't get
That was the.candid assessment of lyt.L'. Frankel, presi-

dent and director of the Joint Council on'Economic Educa-
tion, at the opening session of the Special Activity Group on

-- Economic Education.
, Frankel said seven States have mandated a total kinder-

garten through grade 12 economic education program and
similar legislation is pendi in three other States.

He cited.tWo nialerfeaMtwhy economic education is
ihtegral part of citizenship education and should be taught in
the Nation's schools: ,

Government affairs are increasingly economic in sub-
stance or effect., The relationship of government and
economics' is reCiproc41.^ f .

go become effective citizens, students need to know
the economics of consumerism and career choice. "The

,heart of effective consumerism or career choice is
economics," Frankel

Teachers, he said, are usually untrained in e"con,omics.
Preservice teather training in economics education should
become a priority, he added. "Improvement in the schools
will come only if tho'se who teach have themselves been
taught:" .

An effective economics education program, according to
Frankel, iintegratediinto the total curriculum. It is not a

* special course labeled "Economics 101. " The objective
should.. be to develop) an analytic base for ,understanding
economicissues. An o be effective,:tlisapproach should
be objective, n oli Cal,' and nonpartisan, Frankel said.

North Caroh odel
North Carolina's 413 ileroach, to a comprehensive X-12 1

economics educationl*ograin was 'outlined by .A. Craig.

I f ,
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Phillips, State superintendent of publi9 instruction, at the
second session of the Special Activity Group.

Nprth Carolina'splatt, he said, brings together the public
sector, thrbugh the State Department of Public Instruction,
and the private sector,. through the North Carolina Council
for Economic 'Education.

The joint venture will implement over the 'next several
Years a comprehensive Developmental Economic Educa-
tion Program (DEEP) model that ipcludes:
O A proven outline for curriculup change and evaluation
at -is flexible enough. to accomalodate the needs of the °

individual school .sy,sfeni;
A' structure which promotes community interest and

coordinates community input;
A philosophy_ which emphasizes blending economics

inter he curriculum 'to enhance present courses rather than
replacing existing, worthwhile courses with-economics;

Periodic evaluation of the program and the services of .
coniatan s; k.,

4 lib oteconomiC education materials and access
to a weardt materials developed by other school systems
and-organiza ions; ;

Assista ce in various activities of the program, includ-
ing financing, from the Ndrth Carolina Council on Economic
Education, which acts asAliaison between the school sys-
temS and the, many other groups interested in promoting
economic education. ,

"The most attractive element of the DEEP model is that
the local school-system can structure the Type of ecnomics
program that fits its needs:" Phillips said.

Other models e

The remaipder of the second and all of thethird and fourth
. sessions of the Special - lActivity Group were devoted to

presentations of other model economic educalion' programs.
Highlights of these presentations included:

School-based models Dr. -Marilyn Kourilsky 'of- the_
Graduate, School of -EdUcation at UCLA described four
economic education prhgrams for kindergarten through
twelfth grade students. Gwen El Sawi discused citizen-

'ship programg sponsored by The National 4-H Foundation
. . . Sandra Kuntz iufo ed participants about the Interna
tional Paper company Foundation's 14-yearkold Public
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'Seminars and University -Rased odels Robert V.
Guelich described Montgomer ard's' consumer

onomics forums bf inservice teacher tr nihi. . . . William
Waistad of the University of Minnesota 'scussed commun-
ity college courses. . . . Stephen Buckles o the University.
of Missouri provided an oVerview.of the tr nsformation of
4-year;eollege courses in' economics to t case study
method focusing on the economics students will need after
college. .

Adult Education and Voluntary Organizations Dell
Wells described the Economic Education foundation for
Cle gy. . . . Harrison Johnson discussed TRW's employee
educ *on program . . . William ,O'Neill of the Aetna Life
and Cos ty- Company showed segments- of the National
Economy uiz That was prepared for national television.

Politics and Citizenship
Civic education is "everything thatis good everything

that helps to make people generally bettehuman beings
that helps to make people more cooperative, morefriendly,
honest, fair, decent, and so on." So said Robert Horwitz of
the Department of Political Science, Kenyon College, in his
address to the special activitygroup on education and poli-
tics. One of the most important components of civic eduta-
tion the political is not easily found in bobks and other
curriculum Materials, and tends to be ignored, or at best,
striierficially treated, Heitz said...

To understand political systems, said Horwitz, we need to
use the word regime, to understand its meaning, and to be
aWare.otthose ctors that contribute to a cfiange in regimeS.
What kind of regime do we have here i1 the United States?
Horwitz claimed

n regime, along with an examination of the
writings

careful review of the Declaration of
Indepeldence,,which lays down-the fundamental principal's
of the. merica
writings of John Locke, a British philosdpher who lived in
the 17th century, reveals that "All of us here today are to a
great extent, the very creation of John Locke. . . We livle in a
portion of the world that was treated by John Locke and his
friends a certalschool of political- philosophers'."
Throug his writings, Locke exerted considerable influence

"
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on seven areas essential to the maintenance of a regime: (1)
1 religion; (2) family /home, (3) property/acquisitibn, (4) justice

(5) rights/duties, (6) philosophy, and (7) government.

Locke's civil' society
Locke examined the ,creation-of a civic sOpiety from the

viewpoint of Hobbes? who stated that early -man lived in a
"state of nature a hostile, brutish, antisocial, and neces-
sarily short-lived being.'.' This e ly 4nan, said Locke, was
"free and equal" to. do as he p asedr with no understood r
limits on acquisition of proper y and right's: Locke's civil
society is based on an understanding of -man's "state of
nature" -and the development of an encompassing structure
that would provide for the "preservation of pioperty, which
includes one's live, one's liberty, and all the material goods
that make life more cortain,i more endurable, and more
pleasant." Horwitz pointed out that this view is a highly

'individualistic understanding of man that_denies- our clasic
understanding that men are social beings, and that denies the
Biblical understanding of man as well.

To illustrate differences in regimes, Horwitz used seven
areas ki draw a parallel between Mao's Chinese communist
regime and the present American regime. Mao's regime, he
said, was based on writings of Karl -Marx,. and put into
place by radically changing the Chinese peoples'-concepts of
religion, involving a conversion to atheismi-by replacing the
bourgeois family and home with communes; by teaching the

r. people not to want property in the same way as their pfede-
cessors; by establishingia new understanding-df-their rela-
tionship, to the state, from dialectie materialist to
economic determinism; by providing the people_with=new-
understandings of philosophy, rality_and.thought, and by
changing the actual relationship of-people to their govern-,
ment. "Thirty-forty4ifty years from now," said Horwitz,
"therewiil be n,o/ Chinese left who rememberjpreiMao
China. . the Mao regime will be fully established as a
normal and entirely natural system4"

The deyelopers of the AmericanJegime-----Jefferion
Franklin, Madison, Hamiltok, etc: were all influenced
greatly by Locke's writings. Horwitz noted that Locke's
early anonymous writings-on tolerance helpedbring religous
intolerante to an end. Locke's extension of Hobbes stater
of-nature man is reflected in the U..$. constitution, -which

4 ,
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gives citizens equal rights to protect their lives and prourty.
In Locke's view, Horwitz added, "The state of natuff is a
simply miserable state, one within which human beings are
going to liyp in penury, in desperate, poverty, with existence
sparse and uncertain, and all of this because there is no way
to protect and increase property.'

Locke's view of justice, a pivotal concern for any regime,
is that it is hinged on "comfortable, commodius self-
preservation;" this is in contrast to the views of Aristotle
and Plato, to whom justice was the "fullest possible de-
velopmenrof human virtue for its Own sake" and the Chris-
tian view of justice. as the creation of order on Earth in
preparation for the life beyond'

"Political education," said Horwitz in a closing state-
ment, must encompass "an understanding of the nature of
political alternatives. Each of.us must underitaild the major
alternative regime possibilities that exist in a contemporary
world. I think that the Unit&I States rests largely' on the
Lockean principle. The Soviet Union, CommNist China,
and (Aber' communist countries rest on Mariflan principles.
The Lockean principles, I think, are sounder. They make for
better civilization and a higher political order,'yet they may
have their limitations. We must transmit our understanding
of regimes, and of Lockean principles, to our students."

What have we omitted?
The lost notion of partisanship 'should be introduced into

civic education today, said William Schneider, professor of
'government at Harvard University. In contemporary poli-
tics; substantive Consensus (agreement on issues) is often
confused with procedural consensus (agreement on proce-
dures), he explained. "We know that democracy requires
procedural consensus., So long as everybody acce,pts the
procedures, we are going to tolerate a great many' differ-

§ ences. Substantive consensus is a fiction a fiction in
American History and a fiction in contemporary life. Present
day civic education, programs deny the reality of political
conflict between Parties, and attempt to argue'for some sort
of substantive consensus."

-Schneider said that he would try to restoriethe dignity of
partisanship in a democracy because politieal parties and
their differences (conflicts) are essential to the functioning of
democracy. Thomasdefferson once said, "If I could not get
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into heaven unless with a political party,I would not choose
to go there," and thus set the stage for the rejection to strong
partisanship and conflict that has dominated American life
for theiast 200 yews. Although political parties are found in
all democracies in the world, and therefore must have some
essential function, they are virtually.-ignored in civic cur-
riculums, claiMed Schneider. IrrKmerican politics today,

'differences between political partied are obscured throtigh
coalition approaches to substantive consensus.

Communist education systems provide a much stronger
basis for citizenship than democratic systems, Schneider
said, because citizenship in a communist country is viewed
as inseparable from the notion of partisanship "to be a
good citizen is to be a good communist, and since the, com-
munist party dominates society, to be a good citizen is to be a
good partisan. In the United States, the two-party system
involves (1) differing or alternative views on what is good for
the public, arid (2) competition for public support in which a
particular view of what is good for the public is expounded in
a manner in which the entire system is represented.t

The building of a parly majority in American politics,
tilen, rests on a delicate,balance,in which the party platform,
must reflect the concernsof party members, but must be
.broad-enough to garner the support of the general public.
Attemitl, to achiexe this balance have led to the erosion of
the acceitabihiy-e5 taking sides" a critical component of
democratic theory. Coalition- building, stated Schneider,
which "involves only noncontroversial, nondivisive issues
that will appeal''''to the broadesf range of voters without
necessarily drivirig away any supporters" has been a domi-
nant mode of party competition in this country, at least
during this century. The end result of this is voter apathy, the
feeling that the veer has no viable choice between parties,
candidates, or vie

Usable alternatives
Schneider remarked that today t eople are voting for or

against the performariCe of a current regime ,because they
have,,not=been presented with: `usable alternatives" by the-
opposition. ,"Today," he said "the men who are .being
elected in our system are the consensual politicians." The
Current political system rewards coalitiOn strategies, but
fails to recognize that miosite, alternate, usable choices are

=
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necessary to the operation of a democracy.
Voters faced with the frustration of "no choice" react in

several ways. Ili tha`1960's, the reaction took the form of
protest to "`the failure of the parties. . to take sides."
Alienation, which is occurring in the .1970's, is a belief that
both partyalternatives are inadequate, and that neither ex-
presses the view of the electorate, and that neither party can
provide effective government. "Protesters know what they
want," Schneider explained, "and alienated voters knoW'
what they don't want." A third reactten to no-choice politics
that has not occurred in the United States is extremism, and 1
is best illustrated by the of the Hitler regime in Germany .

At first, Hitler was regarded as a crank, but got some initial
support because of his anti-gemitisn'inut when Germany's
political system came to the point where citizens viewed it as
no longer effective, these frustrated citizens: opted for
Hitler's extreme alternatives.

Schneider concluded that, in order to avoid extremist
reactions to the Arne .'can political system, the :U.S.. Gov-
ernment must produce more substantive results, and the
two-party system must ovide usable alternatives, based on

_the reality of con , in order to give voters :clear and
reasonable choi Fs.

Law and Civic Educaion
.#

Few areas of our daily lives are untouched ,bt law. Hoiv "
can we -do a better job not.only, in helping young people
understand legM concepts arid procedures, but encouraging
th to be active "parlicipants in the system? This was the

jar focus of die discussions in the, sessions on laW-related '
education. ., . i ,, . .

\ , .
, /

. Role of law , , ) , ,

Joel Henning,' director of. the Division of Professional
" Education of diebkmerican Bar Association, set' the thdme

' for the session's by saying that law lated education should
be rational, sceptical, ltd aggresSr : While civic education e ,.

----, in tb,e past ha$ toa large extent been similar to doxlogy,, he`s-1...._ o
s a 1 d-, j t should. be ',a matter of intellectual inquiry, ,and 11,e ,

".'perceives law-ilelated civic education as being 'Primailly
i 1 ) i ,\

. '
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process-oriented.
-

Charles Quigley, executive director of the California
prOject, "Law in a Free Society," invelvedthe participants.
in a role-playing activity that he uses in the schools to teach

an understanding of judicial processes and al o ,to improve

students' participatory skills. ,
. .,

The setting was a Senate hearing on an environmental
issue in a Western State. After Quigley presented the facts ..

about the issue and the participants decided what grdups

would have special interests in the matter, each table was ,
assigned the task of representing a particular interest group, .

i.e.; power company, locl developers, °Navaho Indians,

Hopi Indians, environmentalists, consumers, and deciding
what arguments they would present, Afterwards, a mock

group ing their presentations and answering questions
hearin'tviaLs...held, with representatives from each int t

ri

from the hearing body..
During the discussion that followed, Quigley-explained

that a Senate hearing was chosen deliberately instead of a

court trial, Not only does it expand the concept 9f law-
related education, since many people, adults and youth
alike, limit their thinking about the law to courtrooms', it also

shows students that they can' express their views' arid par-

ticipate in governMent easily by, personally testifying in city,

.- county, or State committee hearings without the necessity of
hirink counsel to represent tbem:

.

. A hearing like this alsdemphasizes the various roles peo-

ple play in society, Quigley added, roles that depend primar-

-, '' ily upon-interests and choices, not necessarily right versus
' wrong. rk '

y

Emphasize participation
' Prof. Alan Westin from Columbia University noted that

, legal questions also involve moral-and ethical questions. He

said one of the problems in curriculum development has

been a failure to choose proper subjects that are relevant to
students. "We must seek more active modes of education.
Find places where you emphasize the history of partioipa-

tion," he said. "Most AMerican history is abotit groups,
struggling to get into the participatory process. This should

be a central theme the study of groups struggling to get in,

why, and why they were resisted." He alsO, stressed the)_r_.. importance of letting student's participate in their )schools,-

),)
U
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"not just in choosing/he colors for the school dance, but in
,decisions that really matter.

"Participation," Westin said, 'is theleart Ofithe Ameri-
can political system, and the u dying thread. We need to
find a single vision,,instead of ving it fragmented through
other areas geography, history, social studies, etc.

ConstitutionalSights Foundation
Todd Clark discusse fhe Constitutional Rights Founda-

tion, an organization established in Los Angeles nearly 14
oyearsago by g group of people who were concerned about
the way the Bill of Rights was being taught in the schools.
Financed largely by members of the community, it receives
about $170,000 a year from direct contributions:

"Programs like this," Clark said, "indicate the kind of
commitment you getftom people who have a stake and know

. they have a stake in citizenship education."
4 The Foundation'S programs .operate on the basic

philosophical premise that it is extremely -important, if
young people are, going to understand hoiv their corn-

4 munities work and how values can be applied to community
life, that they have an opportunity to go out into the corn-
munity beyond the clasroom and get involved,The iounda-
tion works with community people to give "reality testing" .
to students, and some 600 attprneys froth the Young
Lawyers' Associatio

or o 4 "hot line" basis. '
, re aVailaMto the students either in

the classroom
The Poundation a 4tmakes various materials available to

p.a

teachers ,includint&a quarterly ne*sletter formerly entitled .

Bill of Rights and now4d, *ailed hill of Rights in Aktion . Among
the best-known of

and "Jury G
their role-playing simulations are "P.Olice

Patrol':
"Teachers love m k trials,", Clark' said,,"but the jury

,e."

selection process has not been covered well in the past.-
Usually a teacher preparing fora mock trial safs 'You be the
judge, you be the prosecutor, you be the plaintiff, you be the
defendant and everybody else is the jury:'

Not only do high school students participate in the project
both inside and outside the classroom, they also teach
other Students, in junjor.high schools that participate in the
program.

1. - Aril

. - Another major acti'ity of theConstitutio*Rights Four:
dation is a semester-tong program about law which culmil

3.



nates in the spring with Law Day, a full day of activities that
include panels, simulations and an opportunity for students
to talk informally with professionals in the legal systenkLast
year the participants iri the Robert Kennedy assagsinacion
re-investigation made presentations on Law Day.

"Teachers must Have access to a gre'at deal of informa-
tion," Mary Conway Kohler said,fand ifthey don't have it,
they must know where to find it. '

Kohler is 'Director of the National Comniissidn on 'Re-*,

sources for Youth, Inc: 4
"We had breaks when we were young that these kids

aren't getting v.- they're isolated," she said. Recognizing
this, the National Commission on Resources fdr-YoUtli de-
cided to establish motley -- ror find them behind the closed
doors of teachers" where' kids could particiPat in the
community, where they could receive credit and where they
could have 'quality participation. "The work must be
responsible and' challenging, it must affect others, and it
must meet a genuine need too many jobs in volunteer
groups are 'made' work."

Youth Tutoring Youth is one of the Commisslon's most
successfhl progroams; Kohler said she lost count when it
became operative in -500 cities. Other projects "'revolve
arounecOmmuitity service., social action projects-and in-

2 for students.
Kohler said the biggest barriers to projects of this-nature li

i

are principals and teachers. "Principals are afraid to rock the
. 1 boat, the, teachers are tired and overwork;0. Asa group,

they're scared."
_)(ohler voiced a convictionthat was emphasized through-
out the sessions: Atudents must have a role in the decision-
making process; and, she added, they must have time for
critical reflection, to relate what they have experienOed with

i
what they are studying. .

41,...

ACLU and citizenship education
Aryeh NeiertdiscUssed various projects of the American

Civil LibertiesI1nion asihey pertain to citizenship educa-.
tion.:4We think of ourselves as an organization that acts
Public problems. Our role is not so much to educate as it it to
advance' certain-points of view, to advance individual
rights:" But,"hc said, since the Brown vs. Board of Educa-
lion -deeision, the role of the ACLU has 4hanged. Fewer
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people fear the law now, and more perceive it as a way to
redress wrongs.:

"With the revolution in perception of the law, people have
begun to use it, and to learn more about it in order to use it. ".
As a result, the ACLU is trying to distribute information to
as many people as possible about what rights are specifically
available to them in areas that concern them. Specific.in-

. terest groups incjude students, mental patients, prison' in-
mates, armed forces personnel, and women. The ACLU has .
published a series of 12 "rights" books, and 18 more are
the planning stages. °

4

Glo_b_aLPexspective
'Education

"Global participation is a fact; increasing interdepen-
dence of peoples is real," .said the national conference
speakers in a .variety of ways. Their task in this special
activity section was to indicate ways to increase the aware-
ness of young people and their elders of their roles in glObal
affairs and to help them behave in ways that will be condu-
cive to the welfare, not merely of thkown country, but of
their common species.

An exercise (in "personal archeology" convinced the par-
ticipants that a high degree or international cooperation was
eviderit in their clothes, their personal effects., and in the
foci' they had consumed in the past 24 hours. The Swiss
watch 4he keys)o a Toyota, the diamond in an engagement
ring, e shirt from Hong Kong, and the half-cup of coffee
gettin cold on the conference table were clues to their
no onscious participation in foreign economies and rela-
tionship to the people whose work make up those
economies.

Joan Richardson, Jr:, Issistant U.S. Secretary of State
and head of the Bureau of Cultural and Educational Affairs
in the State Department, warned that citizenship edu"CatiOn

-could not be confined to learning about and participating in
our own nationaLinstitutions.
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"We hang together"
"Franklin's statement on signing the Declaration of-Inde-

pendence, 'We shall all hang together, or we shall surely
hang separately as apt to world society today," Richard-
son said, "as it wasioithe Americri colonies in 1776.

"What is called for in today's world is less opvious than in
Franklin's. There is no enemy army to defeat.-Dbstruction
may come from war between other countries, from famine,
from a disregard of the environment. The ehemies. dl' our
time are barriers of the human mind and spirit to bargaining
and negotiat4on, and failures of peripective, rationality and
conviction.

"Our experience has been domestic_ancLis'olated. Otir
relatively parochial history and disproportionate power has
made it hard for. us to relate to others. We are frequently
unable to apprediate the most cherished commitments of
other people; and we cannot appreciate freedom if wedo not
understand it in the context of other countries." .

A neorto negotiate
Richardson termed as new in the perspective of world

politics the need to Ievelop a capacity to negotiate, bargain
2tnd persuade, to avoid having to dictate that which is no
longer feasible. The leaders'of this country and its citizens
Must learn to stop, listen, and heed in order to achieve,our
own purposes.e must quit thinking of those outside West-
ern Europe as objects to be manipulated.

The "pictures in people's heads", he said, impinge on
diplomatic relationiships with other countries. Correcting
these pictures can dreatej a more favorable climate in which
the dipldtnats of this country and otheis can work.

He referred to the recent Law of the Seas Conference,
noting thit, the necessaryi degree of compromise has not Yet

been acquired. In this area, institutional arrangement is ab;
solutely,required if we, as hunian beings, are to survive.

Richardson c atoned educators on overemphasizing
pride in Nation: " o amount of national pride will.assure,,
our ability to creat world peace or to compete,in the world'
political process."1

He-was encouraged by what he termed a relatively new
transnational concensus;

Governments'ought to promote the gtneral welfare.
. Starvation is4nnacceptable.

. 6o
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Torture is'unacceptable: .
Nuclear and biological weapoj are unacceptable.
Diversity within limits ought to'be tdlerated.
There are economic, trade -offs in opment:
There are limits to growth.
Certain, principles of behavior de acceptable. .

A variety of. technologies are workable anywhere.
Space trips have inspired-a new planetary conscious-

ness, introduced new modesOf communication so that much
more can be stared, and awakened interests that transcend
national pr\eoccupations .

A global dimensionin the elenientary -and secondary cur-
riculum is fundamental to tirc State Department's ability, to
perform constructively, Richardson declared. A traits-
national, international perspective must reflect-reality and
avoid the hypernationalism that impairs our strength to deal
constaiglively with other nations, ;

`ITTete is a need for content," he concluded, "with
philosophical dimension that encourages sensitive and em-
pathetic, response to human difference." i

Defining foreign policy
Lively disagreement broke out during the second meeting

of the global perspective °task force on the 'definition of
foreign poliCy. ForeigCpplicy formatiod, said one partieir-
pant, is a function of the officials of the United States Gov-
ernment. Foreign involvement and foreign Arlatiou are the
province of citizens within the frameWork,of foreign policy.

Richardson, entered the discussion to.,poiltt opt that the
State Department tries to perceive and encotirage interna-
tional involvement thalrwill enhance its policies.

Further, argument over swantics was resoIved with the
agreement -that fife- average citizen abroad fop busjnesevor
pleasure des not repreSent, but is a 'rept- eseptative of, his
country. Al

Several niembets of the group declared that they had heir
pwn foreign policies about which they did mot consul tJe
State Department. `41-lower -my thermostat -to reduce the

o o need- to import oil."' "I will not spend jny few American.
dollars traveling in a country that jails newspaper editors and
reporters." `7 don't use aerosol tans,"
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.Multrethnic Educatiop
In opening remarks to the audience attending the session

on multiethnic education, Dr. Francis X. Femminella, as-
ociate professor of sociology and education iiith the De-
aliment of Education Policies, Programs, and Institutions

in Albauy, N.Y., distinguished between an immigrant group
and an rinmigrant community, and an ethnic group d eth-

nic community.
.

He said thaessentially an ethnic group is people ho have
the same ethnicity which he explained as a'Senie of personal
identity that includes shared psychological, social,_and cul-
tural qualities *giving us a sense of peoplehood which also
includes the ideology of a "common ancestry."
, He added that there is a historical notion involved in
defininciMmig! t community.. As peOple immigrate to
Americaithey ove together and establisnimstitutions for 4

.themselvesIlli provide for their needs and particular de-
Sires, such as orship, foods,..and help in breaching language
barri

ords, he said, they decide to become an immi- .

. 'gra, unity that is' very visi le and defined.
4

4.4 m mbers of the immigrant community move away
from the identified community, r. 'Femminella explained,'
they retain visibility in many c ses and at that point they
become a,nriefilber of an ethnic g oup. "They are the progeny,

L.ior an immigrant group comm ty that hasssipated.
"There are those among t e.ethnic group who make a

iconsciousAitempt itnitin with other members of their
paethnic group for the pos of having full Participationin

.r,

United States society and t axis what I an, referring to as an
ethnic community;'; he seated.

`Salad bowl" theory : .

The traditional. theory of the "'Melting pot" has been
gradually' changed*to that ofii) ,'salad bowl," said Dr: John
Tsu, directWr of the Institute of Far'Eastern Studie, Seton

South Orange, N.J., in remarks to partici-
' pains in' the citizenship session dealingo with' multiethnic

educatioh. ,

The civil rights movement-of the 1960's, the American
black's &Towing identity with the culture of Africa, and the
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movement o? Spanish-speaking American's fight for teach-
ing and learning cif Chicano,Cuban, and Pu?Yto Rican cul-
tures in addition to the American Bicentennial` celebra-
tion, have led to the- "ndizlen emergence of the concept of
ethnicity and a consequent rising expectation of All ethnic
groups'," Dr. Tsu stated. ' -

He related historically that 10 years ago, "children of-most
of the ethnic groups were goodk,citizens without creating

.+ school or community problems." This was due to a number
of 'factors :

First is the strong family relations of ethnic Americans;
secondly is the ethnic pride an individual identifies with his
or her ethnic group; andathirdly, is the "concept of shame".
that a child inherited,from his or her ethnic kroup, Dr. Tsu
explained.

Adcording to Dr. Tsu, the 1970 census reports there are 60
million AmeriCans who identify strongly with their ethnic
origins.

Leading thesi groups With 22 million (timbers -are the
American Blacks, foltowed by nine million Spanish- speaking
Amcricans,, six million, Jewish Americans, four million
Italians, and followed by those of German, Polish, Asian,
and Irish. heritage,

,

Ethnic Heiitage Studies Act
As a result of the emergence Of ethnicity and the cacep-

tual change in Anierican society, the Ethnic Heritage
Studies Act 'was passed by Qongress and signed into law in
1971 providing for the development of curriculum waterialst
dissemination curriculum materials, institution 6f teacher
training pro s, and the promotionof cultural activities of
ethnic groups.

Dr. Tsu believes that the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act "is a
..la'ndmark in American history and a new chapter in Ameri-

can education. Now, we must take this opportunity to teach
our children about ethnic pride and about the culture and
heritage of each group and it should be an essential part of a
new citizenship education."

15r. Tsu noted that ivic education can learn from the

r

growth of the na-tio ' bilingual programs and their emphasis
oil multi is e cation. He said that bilingual education
has been able o keep children in school and avoid dropouts
and social problems related t9,that,
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Be said that bilipgu41 education is more thanl age, itis
culture and self-identity and he predicted that by 1990, the, '
Spanish-American will be the largest identified ethnicgroup
in the United States.

Dr. Tsu said that the world is "getting smaller and society is
9r changing and as an ,enlightened citizen we need to know

other languages" and) other tultures".

Italo-American study project
Dr. Donald H. Bragaw, chief of the Bureau of Social

iStudies Educaton with the-New York State Department o
Education in Albany, described an Italo-American project
which is tied into the New York State curriculuin. .

This project rdsultdd from the Italo-American community.
"response" that their ethnic group had been eliminated from
curricular studies. An in-depth study resulted in an in-depth
heritage K-12 program that takes students through 'a se-
quence of studies, from the Italian immigrant to the impact

_I of his heritage on America.
.

Beginning in the Jewer grades with studies comparing an
American city with a`counterpart city in Italy, the student is
taken through 'steps eventually leading in the upper giades to
identification of leadrzhip qualities in Italo-American mod-.els . - -f Imo

Josie White Eagl; project director of the Inc Educa-
tion Mice for the Division of Elementary and Secondary-
Eduction, North Dakota'State Department of Education in
Pierre, described a Title IX grant the State received under
the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act that isbeginning to increase
awareness and understanding of the Indian people.

Mi. White Eagle said that the Indian population of North
Dakota is 42,000 or seven per cent of the total State popula-
tion. She said that 15,000 Indian students are enrolled in both
public and.nonpublic,schools and that one out of every nine'
students ii,Indian.

"We feel there is a need for good creditable materials in
our schools for better acceptance and awareness of the dis-
tinct cultural background of our Indiati cstudents," M.
White Eagle said:

The project developed not only curricular materials but
alsO saw.the development and implementation of stateyride
teacher training programs in the use of-the material

o
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Cleveland heritage studies
Karl Bonutti, agsociate professor of economics at Cleve-

land State University, described the Cleveland _Heritage
Studies Program which helps children learn more about'
themielves and their neighbors and promotes empathy
towards others. The educational materials developed for
the elementary, junior and senior high' levels use both the
cognitive and the inquiry methods.

He added that since there are 60 identified ethnic pimps in
Greater Cleveland, it is important for school children to
know the "reality of Cleveland" and to eliminate Miscon-
ceptions of the cultural heritage of each.

Other phases of the program. have seen th ielicti;ion of
Saturday 'language classes for student's desiring to learn
another languaee. Currently there are 42 classes being held
with 4,000 students attending.

.In the discussion that followeOt was the consensus that c),

Americans have to increase their awareness and afiderstand-
inf of the heritage of other American peoples and-their .

problems in order to solve the problems of the country.
Participants felt that Americans should-take pride in their

multiethnicity:
111111111

Michigan ethnic heritage center
Dr. Otto Feinstein, chairman_of the Michigan Ethnic

,HeritageStudies Centerin Detroit said that the "test of this
country's citizenship is that the people can remain different,
but yet cadfulfill their need and provide together as one
country." He added, "Ethnic studies, in my opinkin, is the
only approach to social sciences which has the central focus,
people."

In the portion of the program which followed, Dr., Fein-
stein discaSed communication for ethnie continuities and
differences,

There are two options in citizenship education: (1) Should
the government function to the will of the.people; or (2)
Should-citizens be trained to function to the will of the State.

He said "The first problem in citizenship education is to
educate those of us who work in institutions for the people
and have to be responsive to them,An, content and not in
forml" (

In comments, Dr. Feinstein said, ". .we are in a.:
perio or major cultural change. The reason there is a lot of
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confusion and absentionisn't. . . because of a very different
view of what reality, is and there isn't a consensus not on
what goals ought to be, but on what is really happening.

"I think the basic problem in this country, at this point, is
that people should know what the country is: who its people
are for starters, What are the problems of the people, not
what are the problems within the institutions and that what
arc the options people have for dealing with the problems
they have," Dr. Feinstein stated.

Influence of mass media
He 'adqd that the most massive educational influence is

the media. "The media is oneof the crucial elements in
getting a momentum going in all the institutions we have."

He, said, "Once you get that feeling that there is shared
'reality in the country, then the institutions will start to ad-
dress themselves to it, because there are, after all, still
human beings functioning in all of the institutions."

Dr. Feinstein demonstrated one form of,this medium by a
. presentation of a 40-minute demonstration video tape de-
veloped by his roup which shows the new pluralism in

America. ,

He said that use of such media can readily demonstrate the
"growing sense of identity amongthnic groups that are now
acting comfortably and demanding services that demand
respect.

Following the 'tape, participants discussed how individu-
als and institutions can systematically encourage National
and local television companies to includemore multiethnic
programming during prime-time vie.g.

Referring to the fact that a change in broadcast policy will.
not happen automatically, Iltr.°Feinstein said, "and again,
that's a key problem .of_ditizenshirf education. You sell the,
American_ system as 'taking care of all the problems of the
people democratically, then you don't clue them in that it
takes a lot of Work to push that machine."

.

Desegregation and bilingualism
Dr. Irving M. 4vine,° director of the Institution on

Pltiralism and Group Identity of the' Ametiewriewish Com-
mittee based in New York .Cityr noted, "We'fa6e a very
interesting prospect in the future that re411q mines to us
throughthe struggle around desegregatidn and bilingualism,
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two extremely difficult problems for the society to resolve.
"If you take the dimensions of the problems then you

realize they are the tips of the iceberg on the question of
American diversity and perhaps one of the reasons we have a
historical situation," l said, "where one group at a time
seems to break out of what we call the uniformity state." He
said as one group emerges, another "fades." .

Fe told the audience that there is an opportunity today to
move towards "pluralistic education."

"Structurally, we might be better in this country if we
began to see integration as a qualitative function of what
happens in the classroom, what happens in the edtkatio4
experience, rather than in merely quantitative terms,"

Dr. Levine feels "we're not going to make it if we only see .
it in quantitative terms on a desegregation basis."

He noted there are many opportunities and Many dangers
in pluralistig eduCation. "Can we make all these allowances '

for all these,groUps in AmerRan life?" Levine asked.
ce "The time has probably come where more and more

groups are going to say, and correctly to educators, there is a
piece of our value system that we went protected, a piece of
pur history we want noted, there is a sensitivity to who we
are that we want to service, we think -that's a service of
education."

Ethnic succession .
He said that "generationally" what is taking place in'the

urban centers'ip "ethnic succession" where the sons and
daughters, graidsons and granddaughters of recent immi-
grants are the educators and run the contentof urban educa-
tion.

ffi
Being a son or 'daughter of recent immigrants does

automatically, mean those people are particularly sensitive to
their ethnic group, Dr. Levin stated.

He said we have still not 1 oked closely at the identity,
identification patterns of tea %I's and administrators.

" We ,Flo"not know how to Connect yet with the realities of
home life 'style, street life style, and ethnic life style. We do,
not know how'to do it yet. And, we don't even know hovNo
do it yet with representatives o the very ethnic groups that
are having the greatest problems. This is a long term educa-:
,tional problem, 7 Dr. Levine stated.

Dr. Levine also talked about ndmformal networks.
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e said, "One other very big problem in American
ucation. .as well as in social work and sociology . . .is a

apacity to identify the non-formal networks that take place
every community."
"We are not aware of an immense amount of activity that

is ing on, on the non-formal level in all communities relat-
ing t amilies, neighbors, and ethnicity'," he said, "and, it is
throu of these non-formal and informal networks
that some of the nswers to our educational problems lie."

Ethl s Education
A definition of terms s one of the firsttasks presented to

the group on ethics educ on. Russell Hill felt that- ethics'
education 'encompassed m.. different slogans, such as.,
values education,, moral develo ment, moral citizenship
education, pro-social education, responsibility education,
and character education. To giv articipants a better under.;
standing of the approach bein aken, Hill gav the following*
definition: "Ethics pducati s instructs stud is in know-
ledge, skills, and dispositions that enable th m to realize
ethical principles generally accepted in American society
which are derived from our social, religiou4, and democratic )11.
tradition. These.ethical principles include: Valuing self, car-
ng for others, truth, rationality, justice,. equality, and lib- .

erty.."
Hill went onto justify the need for ethics education by

saying that:16 percent of .all goal statements from, State
departments of education, are directed' towards ethics. A
specific example- shown to the grotip was taken from the_,1
National Assessment of Educational Progress Citizenship
Assessment of 1974-75. One of theses objectives reads as
follows: .
Show Concern for the Well Being "aid Dignity of Others ..

A. Treat otherswith respect. 4

B. Consider the consequences for others of their actions.
.C. Guard safety and health 0( others.
D. Offer to'lielp to others in need.
E Support, equal opportunity in education, housing, em-

ployment .and recreation.
F. Are Loyal to country, to friends and to other groups

whos.e values they share.'

6 .
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G. Ethical and ,deperkzlable in work, school and social
situations:

Statements of principles related to ethics education and
moral education are in our laws, in our goal statements, and-

! in the language, used in assessment circles, according to Hill, k

who then asked, "what should we do about it ?" He felt that
schools have generally withdrawn from the active teaching
of ethics in at least any forrrial or specific manner, while, on
the other hand: the public has indicated through opinion
rolls and other sources that they have a new interest in he
teaching of ethics education. While these two forces are at
work, there is new theory and research leading to the,de-
velopment of new programs that need to be reconsidered:
Exposure for these new ideas and programs were one of the
reasons why the ethics education special interest session
was placed on the agenda for this national conference.

Hill went on to point out that there were seven schools of
ethical education. He felt that many of the,following view-
points have much to offer and could be profitably syn-
thesized:

(A) Value education finding values central to personal
behavior;

(B) Developmental education hypothesizing stages of
development through which the individual must grow;

(C) Decision theory -- emphasizing rules of decision for
the application of moral principles;

(D) Religious edUcation calling for the acceptance of
revealed truths;

(E) Prosocial research: Rlentifying specikOehaviors as
socially positive or negative;

. (F,Psychtnalytic thought emphasizing the uncon-
'scious acqui ition of standard perceptions in early, Jife.

Rounding out this-suggested construct for ethical educa-
tign, Hill suggested six Modes of teaching ethic education to
be considered by vartietpaots as they listened to the pro:
grams to be presented. These techniques include: (1) direct
teaching of content, rules and values; (2) modeling and in-
ducing behavior through,Personal interaction; (3) *developing

. a social.climate which wodels and enforces desirable values
and behaviors; (4) socialization through participants in a
positive rble perhaps using helping behavior; (5) confront-

--Ing the individual in group situations that require ethical.
Judgments; (6) uNizing media to deliver ethical messages
through modeling and role taking.

I
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Siimmary of the sessions
Russell Hi Melt that the descriptions of the programs given

in the four sessions displayed a great richnegs of theory anc
that real research is possible in the area of ethics education.
He felt -that continued agreement or a public policy state-
ment is needed so that the schools can continue to select and
choose programs which will lead to real ethics education
offrings for students. He also felt that more money is
needed to make sure that the best programs are developed,
He felt that money cannot be offered on a shOrtrtermbasis
but that a long-range continuing effort- is needed. His final
point was that time was the most important element. Too
many people are looking for quick solutions and arc willing
toimplement poorly developed programtfiefelt that there
are interesting programs on the horizon, that possibilities
exist but that the programs are for the most part not ready
and that additional money, time and research are needed to
create the kinds of ethics education programs that the
schools will find the most beneficial. .

Family-Related Edti,cation
Effective citizenship edOcation depends on the success of

the efforts of one generation to socialize another. Histori-,
cally, this process has been vested in the family. At the

, national citizenship conference it was bah implied and
stated that the ability of the family to perform this important
role was ebbing.

Even before 25 participants iira special Activity group =,
began discussing "Family Related Education," they had
already heard Michael Scriven descrihe whathe termed the
"withering away of the family:"

Possibly-more than 50 percent of coitiemporary
riages will end in divorce.
Possibly twice as many adults will remain unmarried in-
the year 2000 as now.
Possibly 10 times as many homosexuals will be married
in `the year 2000 as now.
Possibly ,twice as many illegitimate children will be
born 'in the year 2000 as now..

The implication for citizenship education, accordiQg
Scriven, is that "the family cannot possibly do it;"'`eNen
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though [it is] ,comp:etent, it is not always present."

t ; Partnership betWeen mines
p Jam Gabanno, of Boys wen in Omaha! Neb., the first

speaker 'n the special actilities ifoup, called for a partner-
ship bet een families andf,sthools in achieying,the goals of
socializ tion. 17

"When,things are tough for families, theyare tough for
school and community,"'he said. ? .

Gabarino suggested that the goals of socialization inch' e
training to become 'competent hand cominft.1 to the roles

,of citizen, worker, and procreator. The evidence,' he said,
suggests that there is cause for concern in all three facets of
adulthood. in an three roles.

Family, schooWand community function together in the
socialization process, Citing the interpendence of schools
and families, Gabarino stated, -"they sink or swim to-
gether." ;- S

All issues of social policy affecting children, the'refore
Gabarino said, should be addressed jointly to schools and
familiis. Each must.assume active responi,ibility and advo-
cacy for the other in the formal and informal institutional life
of the community.

Gabartnoproposed that the authority for socialization --
,. and citizenship education be lodged in "human develop-

ment boards" which wopld be responsible for directing the
.

policies and practicesof schools to ensure that they support
and augment families. , . . .

Schools would be called uponoto restiAct activities like
. relying on costly, learning centers while; at the same time
expanding others such as emphasizinglself-esteem and
character learning. .

deve.pment boards
Gabarino plaIrd schools tinder the dilOtion of "human

. development boards," to consolidate human services and
replace other specialized groups such as boards Of educa7
tion. The human development board would then direct "so-
cial intervention in the life of families" with schools as the
primary and immediate contact with families.

HumaNevelopment boards would help/to recognize and
articulate the mission of schools and fanAies and then direct
the goal of schools into alternative policies and Sifuttures. A
more general and uniforni accomplishment of the goals of
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socialization would ensue.
The practical consequences of this partnerghip, stated

Gabarino, becomes evident. Community-wide expectations
and demands, coupled with adequate social and economic
support for faMilies should be linked with a complimentary
set of expectations for schools. Human development hoards
would then be the vehicle for the process.

Gabarino took his propo'sal a step further: schools can
become family development centers." In this role schools
would restructure their programs to promote enduring
teacher-family contacts. He added, "A new role for the
`teacher' would emerge monitor and facilitator of general
growth and development rather than cognitive specialist."

This proposal would require that a primary goal of schools
would aim at controlling peer groups. "Families cannot do

I. this alone' it requires institutional action and schools are
the appropriate institutions," concluded Gabarino.

.

Encourage family support
-The Rev. Jesse Jackson, speaking later in-a general seg-

sion;reitera this' theme as he repeated his message push-
ingfor excell ce in education.-The role of the family isFery
clear, accord to Jackson, in that family support for
schools must %encouraged.

Gabariiio re lien that there i a tremendous need to allow
families to op rate. "The' diffi lty,", he said, "is the ab-
sence of critica members of th amily and families living on,
alnarginaltinco e.

"We must re tore a long -term enduring interest in the
welfare of thel ily to establish the prpper relationship

'before the proble arises.
"For example, e ployers could help With work schedules

so that the number o `latch-keichildren' those who come
home where no one 's responsible for them would be
reduced. This, howe er, requires a. community-wide con-
sensus and is an exa ple of the need to-join functions."

crr. Dorothy Rich, pre,sident of the Home and School
Institute; Trinity College, Washington, focused her
remarks on "Home: The Learning Place."

"NO/ even the beM school Can or should be expected to do
the job alone," Rich said. "We want to'tap the educational
goldmine outside the school walls and build a hdtme-school-
community partnership," thus Sharing educational respon-
sibility.
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Training parents
. Rich described some of the Institute's programs.. T
stitute trains parents to become active participants
dent learning and trains teachers to work with pare and
community. , Pro'rams include "success for children"
courses and publications for parents,.as well as inservice,
college courses and workshops for educators.

sessions would bring all groups together in actual
working situations where the emphasis for parents in 'home
teaching focuses on-tanking', reading, writing, math, and
science. These meetings have produced suggestions for the
following hoMe-learning activities:

Give your child his own calendar to be filled in with
birthdates, reminders, messages.
Select a simple recipe (for canned soup, Jello, pudding),
and supervise the following of step-by-step directions..
CondUct simple science exp:,watching iat melt, water
boil, and the bathroom. steam up. .

Cut out and rearrange cartoon strips 'to teach writing. 6.

Post a world map next to the TV set for easy reference.
Use the bathroom scales to weigh various objects.
Make an educational adventure out oaf a trip to the

. grocery §tore by letting the. child pick out items on the '
. grocery list. (
The inspiratiohtor these activities, said Rich, is "pure

common sense,' The parent gains knowledge about and
Wilds confidence in his child and thus draws satisfaction. --

The chil learns both self-confidence and practical ability
qualiti that society values.6 And the teacher enters into a
panne hip with the parent, thus sharing accountability.
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Part Fire-

Future Directions

By Logan H. Sallada
,

Historically, the American socialization process- has re-
sulte4 from the interaction of clearly structured, well or-
ganized groilps that shared a sense of mission abo
future of the Nation. They also shared codes of b avior
with roots in common principles expounded in the unding
of the new Nation. America's strength was in its di ersity.
Communities were bound by religious beliefs, eth c' back-
grounds, and strong family relationships.

All of these forces, singly and in myriad combinatio ,, had
a pervasive and profound influence on the educati of

_young citizens to handle the responsibilities of tomorrow.
Pride of heritage, t vision of progress', and strong moral
convictions provided a framework within which individuals
could shape.their own destinies in a context of social justice
and the common good.

With the breakdown of the old configuration pf socializing
institutions comes the need for a reconcppWalization of the
whole socialization process. The family, die church,. the
neighborhood school, and local civic. and community or-
-
ganiZations have Ceased to.dmpati onthe civic education of
to4iay's citizen in ways that inspire confident, action. WC
have lost many. of the old cuffs to,predictable social behavior'
Without replacing th6invithviable mechanisms for reaction
to the new environment. America is in a period of transition
and readjustment.

A great lady and orator, Congresswoman.Barbara Jordan,
eloquently articulated the dil9mma of our transitional times
in a recent spech when she said "We are a people in a
quandry about the present. We area people in search of our
future. We are a people in search of a national community.
We are a people tryinuot ouly to solve the problems of the
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present: Unemployment, inflation . . . but we are attempting
on a large); scale to fulfill the promise of Americ We are
attempting to fulfill our national purpose:, To c ate and' sustain a society in which all of us are equal.",

Deterring ilictors
Consider some of the factors that impede the socialization

of responsible citizenry and the fulfillment of our national
purpose:

Mobility is one factor in the chdngingpicture of socializing
influences. The U.S.nsus Bureau estimates that as many4 as ne-fifth of all Americans change their residence every
year. This is both a higli proportion and a high rate of mobil- /
ity, and it argues. for somsthing to replace the sense of
community that gave immedNeand identifiable purpose to
the idea of civic responsibility in the past. Twentieth century
Americans do not pack up Iheir culture 'arld relocate en
masse. They simply move, singly or in smaltfamily -units.
The old community ties are broken. There pis no migration:
Just movement, motion without melody .

-A second factor in the changing socialization scene is the
.influence of the omnipresent television set, the modern
American's personal sensory dipriyation kit. The youble
with the medium is that it is an incomplete educator. There
can be no personal involvement in the message irconveys. It
deprives, the viewer of the .sterekopic sightS, fully dimen,
-sional sounds, and the taste, smell, and feel of the action.

A third element in the new picture is the procem of deper-
sonalization that occurs tQallcof us when institutions no
longer serve but feed upon men and women. RalpIrWaido
Emerson once wrote that '`an institution is the lengthened
shadoW of one man." Today's institution, whether

omic, governmental, educational, or social, is more
likely to be-a lengthened shadow of itself which consumes
' human beings for its,pwn growth. 4

A great deal of activity is now taking place in the,forinerlY
sacrosanct field of research on the humans brain7-'We are
beginning to understand hoW very little We really know
about the-yay man learns. The evidence to'clate suggests that,
human beings are very much a product of their surroundings.
Deprived of the ordinary sensory cues, iii_ individual reacts
strangely: He or she is, literally, disoriented.,;
' A concern of educators must be twith tht new political

environment of today'S AmeriCan ifi the context of the entire
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framework of huge:impeisonal institutions of all kinds.
A fourth factor in the changing socialization process is the

tendency of Americans in recent decades to rely heavily-on
mechanical sAltions to all problems, from urban Planning to
agricultural harvesting, medical treatment, and collegiate

. dating. Computers are mafvelous technical inventions
which have eased uncounted burdens of work and'pain for
man. However, in the flush of our excitement over the speed
with which these machines perform so many of our tasks for
us, we have tended to assume that computers are capable of
reaching' decisions and be a science. But politics is still
largely an art. We need to take a fresh look at the balance of
the arts :and humanitiO_ in our curriculums, particularly in
those fields of philosophy and ethics that previously formed
an indispensable part'of the instruction of the citizen in the
art and science of selfrule.

national policy
What is our national public policy, or do we have many

State and local policies ,in the field of civic or citizenship:
education? If we have a multiplicity of policies, are they t
complementary? What are the historical threads of national
purpose evident in citizenship education?

What-is the appropiate role for the Federal Government
in the field of citizenship education today? Should education
fci civic responsibility bye primarily the concern ofthe formal
school establishment? If so, who is to determine whatconsti-
tutes citizenship education and in what format it shad be
taught? Where is the dividing line between eitizenshi edu-
cation and political indoctrination?

The U.S. Office of Education's citizen education effort
will attempt to construct .a road map of citizen education
activity, illustrating both the major highways of thought and
some of the important side roads% The Federal Government
will nbt dictate American educaticinal policy for civic or
citizen education. Our role is one of leadership, tverve as a
catalytic agd,nt for improving the state of the art. rt is school
administrators, parents, teacheri, and community members
who must wiEkin cooperative, innovative ways to train each
new generafibn to carry on die tiOitions and business of
selfrule." -

To date, ;the Most diffictilLquestion we have come' -up
against 'is, the definition of citizenship education. Although
the entire moping of a recent corrreence to discuss the state
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of the art of civic education was devoted to a discussion of
this term, and although much subsequent correspondence
has continued the debate, there remains a lively diversity of

. views on just,what the term signifies, If citizenshipeducation
can mean so many things to so many people, is there a
common framework of ideals and principles within which to
fashion an educational program that is equally' acceptable
and productive of good results in all parts of the country?

Citizenship is-both a general idea and a specific reality. We
are each participants in a cause larger than any one ofus, and
yet the kited and qu'ality of each individual's participation is
unique. What we seek - in the attempt to define citizenship-
education is that`baly bf knowledge which constitutes the
common denominator of coQscious-partieipation7---

Many individuals, groups, and organizations have long
been at work to improve the educational content and peda-

1, gogy of eivic instruction, and although each may work from a
different erspective, it would be wrong tor exclude any Of
them. Similarly, it is not expected that any new definition of
citizen education will include every person's idea of what the
term doesv5r shotild mean.

. rn considering the pararneters'of citizen educationI am
reminded ora paSiage from a book I read recently on the
thing in space we are calling the "black hold," a phenome-
non formed by the collapse of a heavy star to such a con-
densed statie that nothing, not even light, can escape from Sits
surface. Tile authqr, a professor of mathematics in G4-eat
Britain, writes: "AAnderst4nding of the world increases,
ignorance also expands, for there are fresh problems which
are exposed to view by the new advances. It is as if otrr
known world lies on the surface of a ballOon, with the un-
known just on the outside of it. As the balloon expands, so
the known wdrld increases, but so does the area outside it
with which it comes into contract; our ignorance is simul-
taneously expanded."

.

The reason why a heat circle cannot be drawh around the
concept of citizen education is the 'same as in the illustration
of the balloon -2 as the knowledge bases of citizen education
expand, as on the surface of the balloon, sb does the space
stirroundihg the balloon, representing how much is still un-

. khown,yersonally, I find thata very exciting state of affairs.
Life is changing,- and educition might be defined as the

.process which enables man constantly tpadapt himself to an
,ever-expanding horizon. Life then is 'growth .

. .
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In fashioning national policy directions for new initiatives
in citizen education, it is important to understand that the
apparent vacuum in the current 'social studies and civics
progragis is linked to the educational dilemma we are now
facing with fespe4 to loiver Rerformarice in the basic skills of
reading; writing, apd mathematics. Part of the dilemma has
to do with grade inflation, part has to 'do with inadequate
measureMent techniques ,and part may well have to do with
fractured publicitylon this complex subject. However, in the
minds of mosrof tA, I think there is littleieuestion that there
has-keen an overall decline in performance in those. areas
that traditionally have been considered liasigoals of educa-
tiorl.

A part of the citizen education padkage, thereforeqnustbe
concerned ,with,a /New focus on these basic skills, foritithut
_them, additional 4omponents of can expanded concept of
civics cannot be Made wbrkable. As Margaret Mead says, .

It is not only that too many Maris and Johnnys Can't write
they ,cannot read with comprehension, add or subtract or

glivide with accuracy. And obviously this affects their ability
to absorb information in any field they choose for study."
Dr:Mea,d offers by way of explanation the opinion that
"teachers and' pupils and' parents have become dropouts
from thei. learning situation."

The degree of erjiphasis placed upon the three R's can not
be Oilltled about.We may argue about methodblogy, but in
terms oCcontent, live must all recognize that without a firm
foundation in the asic learning skills the ability to read
with coniprehensioin, write in a clear and simple mallow', and
coniputOaccurately the other branches of learnIng.are
suspended in thin air.. Reading, writing, and arithmetic con-
stitute the trunk of the learning tree. As former CoMmis-
'sioderTerrel H. Bell recently suggested, we must nowook
upon citizenship education as fhe fourth "R" of the basic°
learning-skills of reading, writing, arithilietic, and responsi-
bility, for if responsibility cannot be learned, then the cause
of democracy is lost.

Since citizenship educationds_ihextricably entwined with
the socialization of American society, it is important that
individual .citizens from #11 sectors of American life, from

oducation and religion, governmetif, and The media, etc., all -
participate in. the determination of what should constitut
new civics. Obviously, there are more than just sik secto
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that have to be considered. As1 mentioned previOry, the, .

only appropriate role for the Federal Government' is one of:,
leadership to serve as a catalytic agent or as a convenor to 1.
help bring rep;esentati'es from the various sectors together.
Sd as not to be confused with the discipline of civics educa-

.tiOn, the citizen education tasktrorce uses the term "citizen
education" for its policy,development activities. There will
be no new Federal categorical program called citizen educa-.
don. ,We also use the term citizen education'to describe the
process of involving citizens from the prious sectors to
meet in national, regional, State,, and local conferences to
pdrticipate in the debate over a public policy for civic citi-
zenship education.

One of our prifile tasks is to heIR create a new interrela-
tionship betwee
interrelation that

one of the key
4,nainic relationsh
conscious creation of an rmed, dedicated, and commit-
ted citizenry.. Such- a citizenry cannot exist through emo-
tion4 commitment alone, nor in ritual appeals to, flag .and
countr. Such a new commitment calls for a new compact or
civic I covenant between the individuals', and their govern-

t. ,This iivic covenant will draw its'strength from an
ated pdblic that understands the cardinal relationsi

b tiveen rights and responsibilities %within °the Context o
d mocratic-republican form ofigoven4nt.

'(In'Considering the develOpintnt of anew policy, we fnust
t only thinkof Americarteducation aspiimaryt secondary',
d c(ollege levels, but also what should constitute a new

civics education for the wholepopulation. That is why sec-
tors such atlabor, business, and the'media will be important '
in.thi developthent of a new civicpeducation for the adult
pdpu ,ation: The mission of that Citizen Education Task
Fdrc& is to provide leadership that will encourage citizen
participation in the improyement of ctylc education, at all
Jeyels of education thraigh the cooperation orthe Aduc.a-

community with representatives ,from the major sec;
to s of American society.

ur strategy for fostering a new pdlicy for citizenship .

editcation, is to sponsor national conferences as welas work
shVe on' particular -aspects of citizen education. As We

.) continue to conduct the policostudy we wilthe attempting td
involve the widest possible partkipationi,of citizens through

the people and their go'vernment a13

d believable to ever citizen. This should
ssiond of a new civic education. This new.

can.onl gin to be recaptured by the
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small work groups which are representative of various sec-
tors. a

Measuring citizenship
One important ingredient in determining the policy will be

indentifying Indicts that cqn be used for quantitatively and
qualitatively measuring responsibleocitizenship.,

We are currently developing a serifs of indices which
include tho'se citizenship education goals adopted by U3e
Council of Chief State School .Officers and the National
Assessment of Educational Progress.Once these indices are
developed in a matrix, we plan to have them widely reviewed
ancticonsidered in regional , and State meetings and work-
shops, as well as distributedto academicians and key rep
resentatives of the other seatbrs for consideration:

We have lemfned in our meetings during recent months
that the Process and content implications of a new civic .

education include determining what knowledge bases, ex-
perielvs,, and skills are necessary for responsible citizen-
ship now and through the end of the century, it appears'at
this point that what we are talking aboitt is deyelpping a civic
education based' on the repackaging of dxfstiVig knowledge
baseskOne model for a new civics might We based on a core
curriculum. 4/10000...'

.Knowledge that is central to such a new synergistic core
curriculum might include the three disciplines and four con-
centrations that were presented in the special activities ses-
sions of this conference, i.e., social sciences, economics,
ethical education, global perspective education,-and multi-.
cultural education. .

There are no "quick fixes," grind solutions, formulas, or-
proposed laws for avoiding the complexities that must.be
considered in developing a .new civics. The report of this ,

conference will be very useful, but it will not be,a panacea for
anew citizenship education for the schools 9f America, or
foriivic education, outside of the formal c'hool'setting. We
are all citizens of this great Nation' but in no way do those of
us here represent th road diversitiyA views and ideas that
must be carefully and iently considered in the develop,.
ntent of a new civics program. -

Many problenis will be involved in developing and imple-
menting a new civic or citizenship education core cur-
riculum. The difficulties commonly attendant t)pon any kind

, of educational change and addl'ance, plus some specia Ch-
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nical problems, will be encountered in developing a new
civics program for the school. Curriculums and syllabuses
must be opened to accommodate new subject matter or to_
repackage existing knowledge bases in a new,way andtsuit-
able teaching materials must be producedrTeachersolleuSt be
prepared fOr.new tasks, and in this field in-particular, such
preparation will necessitate not only Mastering new bodies
of information, synthesized in a new format, but.also adapt-
ing teaching methOds to new purposes. Any new approaches
to civic eQl.lose,ion, must be personally meaningful to stu-
dents. Pr grams must- be designed to teach competencies_
related to enduring tasks of political life.

Education aimed at developing an attachment to civic
principles, to the rights and responsibilities of citizenship
and the relevant attitudes and behavioral traits cannot be
.achievelakimply by transmitting information or-holding na-
tional, SIM, and.local conferences. The traditional range of,
teaching methods may consequently need to broadened
to include new wags of working and ever-new teadher

'Arent, and community relationships once we deter-%
mine what are the necessary knowledgbases, experiences.,
and skills for responsible citizenry. In this matter, methods
and approaches, the general atmosphert of the school, the
personality of the teachers, the respective roles played by
teachers and pupils and similar f4ctqrs- are of paramount
importance. The school, in other-words, should be a place
where the rights of all are seen to b% respected and where

___,_each has the opportunity for direct experience in exercising
rights and carrying out responsibilifies4 .

If we hOpe to' teach civic literacy then we rhusf establish
the conditionk-which .provide the elithate:in which civic.
respogsibility can be learned at ho, the school, the
-work place, and in the community.

AS a first step, we must restore ow belief in oursthes. We
are a gefieibus people so' why lan't we be generous and,
understanding with each other? We need to take to heart and
to practicesthe words spoken by Thomas Jefferson..., .1

.':Let us restore as solciatintercourse thatharmony-
and that affection among our citizens 'without
which' liberty andeven life &re but dreary things."

.; A nation .cs. formechancr sustained by the willingness of
each of us to share,inthe responsibility for 'upholding the
commgti good, -

A society is invigorati)d When each Of us to
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.participateih shaping the future of this Nation.
In this Bicentennial Year we must beginto define the

con-imon. -good and begin again to shape a common future.
Let each person do his or her part. If one citizen is unwilling
to participate; all of us are going to suffer. For the American
idea, though it is shed by all of us, is realized in each of us.

Defining Citizenship
Edition

'We are mavingto,warcis a new on of what constitutes'
an educationaLagenty," pavid Mathews, formef Seaitary,
of Health, Education, at Welfare, asserted, teaming the
conference an example of the dynamic and.creative role the
Office of Edtdatibn can -play.

In)his instance, hesaid, the Office of Edu.cation is not a
funder, nor an enforcer, but a catalyst, bringingihe schtt!ols
into partnership with their proper allies in the family, in the
community and in the business and- political worlds.

a ,

Three definitions of citizenship .
According to Mathews, there areat ldst three definitions

of citizenship education useful for ionsidetatiOn.
"First is the knowledge necessary -tg be a citizen an' the

Understanding of cirgumstances necessary tusleal with mod-
erThev-ents. Second isthe belief in, rather than knowledge
about, Citizenship," He added that this was not,necessarily
the relationship of citizen to,Govemment but, of citizen to
citizen, which is grounded in the value system that sustains
us. The +third definition, according to Mathews, is the.
individual's relationship to Government..

I Mathews said he thinks of education as relatedeto a whole
host of agencies in society and that therare signs of change .

in the level of expectations and the way we View 'things.
"The country isin a mood to move back to the basics in

education to the three R's and beyond/hat'such as disci-
,pline in the classroom." Mathews concldaed that we are no
longer comfortable tb let others do for us What we can do for .

ourselves, "We are becoming again\whaegionce were: tree
, and untefrified citizens...of this country:W.

t "
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Improving Citizens 0.
Education

Good intentions and well-designed programs may not be
enough to produce the effects that society expects citizen;
education to achieve. Many groups contribute to the citizen'
education prdcess, sometimes pursuing conflicting go s nd
canceling each other's efforts. The' American popul is,

diverse and accept ifferent conceptions of what it me s to

be-dgood-citizen,
point is, ng to HowardMehlinger, director o

the'Social StudiIDevelopment Center at Indiana Univer
sity, that.* lack of knowledge may not be -the main factor
impeding the performave of good gitizen behavi
Mehlinger.suggested that personality; one's status in the
community, and a variety of situation factors may be more
potontnfluences than 'citizen education.

Mehlinger identified these factors as the:need to link in-
school withdut-of-school learning, the need for new concep-
tualizations for citizen education, the need to balance local .

and cosmopolitan values and perspectives, and the need to
cope -With the effects of television on'citizen behavior.,
, Need to link in-school and out-of-school learning. Schools
nAkeimPortiant contributiOns to citizen education, butthes'i
have no 'lion oly- on Citizen. educattbn° consists of
knowledge,,,,s ls, and attitudes that areatqUired in-schodt,
and Out=ofT,sc obi during the entire- period that a child is
groiving up.

The process -of growing up in the United States involves
the grldual acceptance of increasing rights airtlespon-
sibilities:,,Responsibility is often linked to rights; rigfits and
responsibilities are the hallirtiffSdfcitizenship. Schdols can
encourage or discourage this process by the ways in which
they treat 'students.

It is useful' to think of citizen education as a type of
continuing edUcation that occurs' formally and informally
throughotit life. The more that schools can link up with and
build upon the informal intructionxhildren receive in citi-
zen education; the more successful they will become.

Need 'tor new conceptRaliza4ons for citizen education.
There hA been little incentive reformers to wres-

Ile with broad -conceptulliiations for citizen education. For
;
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the past decade and a half, projects' and project mentality
have been dominant. On the assumption that citizen educa-
tion will heAnproved by increasing the range of tested alter-
natives avail able to schools, project directors have sought to
isolate discrete instructional problems and to devise tested

, solutions to these iroblems. The project directors accepted
no responsibility for how their work fit With others under
development. Deciding how to integrate the various pro-
grams was left to ;school officials. c, ',e

,.

Consequently, there is a compelling need to devise com-
prehensive citizen education programs that are grounded in
philosophical views about-liuman nature, that will satisfy
local co unity concerns, and that will draw as much is V
possible on available instructional' zaterials. Higher
priority sh Id be ,given to helping schoolS make better use ) i
of availableTroducts. -1 5,

Need to balance local and cosmopolitan va es and persPec-
fives. A tension exists 'betweeri local and co o#1151itan val-
ues and perspectixes. Each community wan a citizen edu-
cation program that'cdnforms to, its own expectations. At the

_ saitie time, the educational program is expected to prepare
youngsters to live comfortably in a time of rapid social
change. Citizen education programs must find the meansto
preserve traditional ways and* the same time to prepare
people for a largeritiociety..

Needto cope wi*the effects of televisloOn c&en educa7
Son. Television shay 11 the second most pnver ffsocializing

agent in American society after the family. It is surely more
powerful than sch6d1S, When kfamilysis weak or fractured,
teleVisiorsmay have the greatest impact orw-foung children's
attitudes and beliefs. A large question s* unanswered is
whether perspectNes and values dah be sold by the "visitor
in the home." - . ,z,,, -

' .In.an attempt 6 be interesting, television news staieS
ten -to be thematic aninterpretiVe -. usually with a nega-
tive avor. Our young soon'learn that badiiews is thought to
be ore interesting than ood news.'in addition, or teleVi- ,
sion news programs ar ncemed with "what isyrong With ,

4 . '.," This anti- institutions 'bias conveys ode essential
message: "none of our national policies 44, none of .our
institutions,respond, and none of ow) politaal organizations' r
succied.'i r,-,, J,

1

The point is that televisick. is powerful and may have
pernicious effects. Those who are concerned about the need

a
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-to improve citizen education cannot ignore its influence.

:Suggestiong for improvement
Mehlinger mad four aiggestions that fay contribute to

the effort to improve citizen education forAmerican youth.
1. AVoid language that treats citizen education as if it

were a ptoblem trOe solved once and'forall. Citizen educa-
tion is a persistent, on-going social need in a demOcratic
society such as .ours. Ea6h new generation requires citizen

'education. The pfecise characteristics of that edtication is
likely to vary over time as conditions change.

2. Raise the, visibility-orcitizen- education in the United
States. We have fprgotten that a tain purpose of schooling is
to prepare new generations ofruth whb arte committed to
and capable of &allying forty rd' our 200-year-old experi-
ment in self-rul4 We need to encourage States to make
citizen educationia major'ipriority; to encourage professional
associations

to
include citizen gducationLthemes in their,

programs; to encourage the publication'of articles written in
thee popular style and published in everyday journals; to
encourage televigion stations to run Priblic service ads.

3. Foster a "grassrootS" strategy for the reform of citizen
education. The- citizen education reform cannot be left to
Washington; theijob must be done in thousands of corn-

. munities and ne,ighborfioads all across the nation: The
strategy could entail the forniatiodof cjtiZen advisory corp-
mittees to meet mph teachers and school officials to appraise
the effectiveness!of existing school practices. It could lead to

;1 the creation of centers in communities for young.
and old. It could lead to the creation of clinics -or courses for.,
young parents who want to establish appropriate' citizen
attitudei-when raising their children.
; 4: Eircourage the forpation of one or more national
groups to promote citizen education2Presentlyp there is no
national group charged with the responsibility to pr 'ote
and cultivate citizen education in the United Sta . W t
appears to be needed is analliance or a consortium of in
viduak, agencieS, 'and grkoups who could:join together ex-
plicitly for the purpose Ofpromoting citizenbeducation:Sucli
an alliance would bring together busineSs', labor, goVern-
ment, education and other professions, vhurches, media,
and voluntary and charitable organizations "ail sharing a'
common desire improvements'' i citizen educa-
tidn.
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Malinger concluded by sting that he has -implied that
the process of citizen educatidn is occurring now and does
nothave to be established.

tiOur founding fathers, created our system of self-
government, It is up to each generation to reconimit them-'
selves to offs-goals or it will perish. Defending democracy
means supporting its principles. and. accepting the respon-
sibilities of citizenship.

"There is no greater purpose in education than the cultiva-
tion of good citizenship. There is'no greater heritage to leave
to yotIng people than the capacity to rule tliethselves in
enlightened self interest." -

It.
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CieneraliSessi?n Speakers
Following, in alphabetical order..aregeneral session speakers during the national

conference on citizenship education:
TERREL H."BELL Commissioner of Higher ducation and Chief Execinive

Officer of the Board of Regents in Utah. Former U.S Commissioner of Education
1974197{. . -

B. FRANK BROWN Dikector, Information,and Services Program, Institute for
Development of Educational Activitiei, Inc., an' ffiliate of the Charles F. Kettering
Foundation. Author of numerous books and magazine articles.

WILLIAM'F. BUCKLEY, JR. Magazine editor, author and syndicated coin id flrsN
and televigion host f9r "Firing Line;" currently Editor-in-Chief of the "National
Review." Recipient of many awards including the Television Emmy for outstanding
program achievement.. '

R. FREEMAN BUTTS William F

I

F. Rusiell Professor Emeritus in the Foundations
of Education, ;Teachers College, Columbia University. His most recent book' is
American Public Education; From Revolution to Refortv, 1176-1976.

ROBERT COLES A research psychiatrist for Harvard University. He is a
contributing editor to "The New Republic," "Aperature" and "The American Poetry
Review." His series of books "Children of Crisis" has ariety of awards
including the Pulitzer Prize.

s-BADI'FOSTFIR Professor at the UniverSity of Massachusetts-Boston and-Har
vard University) Recipient of many academic honors including a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship. )

JESSE JACKSON -- Clergyman and-civic leader. Rev. Jackson is an ordained
Baptist minister and is the founder Of "Operation Breadbasket." He is the founder and
Executive Director of "People United to Save Humanity" (PUSH) _

DAVID MATHEWS Former Seoretery of the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. President of the University of Albema.

FRtD McCLURE Former President of the student body at T.exas_A&M. FAner
White House Intern. He has held national and state pffiCes in the Future Farmers of
America. He is a recipient of the Nati6nal Young American and Golden Eagle Award
presented by the Boy Scouts of America and the AmericanAtactem-y ofAchievement.

HOWARD MEJILINGER Director of the Social Studies Development Center at
the University of Indiana. He is a member of several boards including the Advisory
Commission to tbLe American Bar ,Association, Special Committee on Youth Educes
tion tor,Citizenship.

LOGANH. SALLADA Policy. Advisor to the U.S. Commissioner of Education.
Hetrepresents the U.S. Office of Education on various citizen educalion task faces.

MICHAEL STRIVEN Educator and philosopher. He is4the author of Applied
Logic: An Introduction to Scientific- Reasoning. He serves on many advisory boards.
Recipient offfiimerous grants and scholarships. His mem., Kooks and articles include .

titles dealing with ethics, values, morals,rights and freedom.
ABIGAIL VAN BUREN Cgiumnist, lecturer, _writer. Currently her syndicated

column "Dear Abby," appears in newspapers in eight countries. Her estimated
readership is approximately 55 million daily. In addition, Abigail Van Buren has her
own radio show.
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